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SECTION I

ExFcuTIvE SuMMARY

PURPOSE

ASCG Incorporated of Colorado (ASCG) has been contracted by S. M. Stoller to conduct

an evaluation of the alternate water supply system serving the Institutional Control

Boundary (ICB) area on the Wind River Reservation. The study tasks include:

1. Analysis of data suggesting increased levels of radionuclides in the system,

determination of the probable source of the radionuclides, and suggestions to

reduce the radionuclide level to below regulatory levels.

2. Determine 100-year integrity of supply system and provide suggestions regarding

modifications necessary to maintain 100-year life.

3. Review growth projections for 100-year period and determine capability of

system to meet those demands and system improvements that may be required to

support 100-year growth.

BACKGROUND

The Northern Arapahoe Utility Organization (NAUO) provides conventional water and

sanitary sewer service to approximately 800 customers that are primarily single family

residences. Water service is provided to the Arapaho area. The latter includes land

within the boundaries of the Wind River Reservation, which was used for uranium

processing and tailings disposal. Now that land is owned by the State of Wyoming.

Leachate from the tailings has contaminated ground water in that area which may have

impacted twenty-five homes. The Department of Energy (DOE) funded construction of

the "Alternate Water Supply System," in 1998, to provide safe drinking water to the

residents of the area. The Alternate Water Supply System included almost five-miles of

pipeline to the east that connected to the NAUO 1.0 MG storage tank.
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Random testing has shown levels of radium-226 (Ra-226) and radium-228 (Ra-228) in

excess of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards and that has raised

concern regarding the source of the radium. The fact that portions of the waterline are

within the former tailings site raises concern over whether the contamination could be

entering the public water system from groundwater surrounding the pipe. NAUO, the

DOE, Indian Health Service, and EPA have all attempted to resolve whatever problems

exist. The major area of concern appears to be determination of the source of the radium.

APPROACH

ASCG provided the following steps for this report.

1. Gather and review existing data regarding:

* Water quality

* Sampling data

* Historical land use data

* Construction drawings of the alternate water supply system

* Growth data

* Construction records

2. Site Observation was conducted December 14, 2004. Meetings on site with

Stoller, NAUO, and other stakeholders provided useful information.

3. Evaluation of radionuclides.

4. Evaluation of physical characteristics of the supply system and determination of

longevity.

5. Evaluation of future growth needs.

6. Development of report.
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Evaluation of Radionuclides

ASCG contracted with Summit Technical Resources for the review of the water quality

of the Alternative Water Supply system. Summit reviewed previous reports for their

analysis: UMTRA Program-Phase H Groundwater/Drinking Water Final Report; Data

Validation Report for the Riverton Wyoming Processing Site; and Verfication

Monitoring Report for the Riverton, Wyoming, UMTRA Project Site. What was found

was that uranium and molybdenum concentrations in the surface unconfined aquifer were

elevated above the MCL and were migrating from the former processing site

southeasterly to the Little Wind River.

Sampling and testing of contents of the Alternate Water Supply system within the ICB

area included yard hydrants, taps, and service lines fed by wells within that area.

Monitoring of the ground water had been previously conducted. Radionuclides in

samples collected in the Alternate Water Supply system were elevated relative to the

samples collected from the NAU0 water supply wells. The most probable source of the

radionuclides is the primary water supply - either of two wells pumping from the Wind

River Formation which have background radium levels much lower than the MCL's.

There could have been an initial contamination from cross connections and residual

contamination from construction activities but these are not a continuing source.

Based on analysis of the information, the following conclusions are drawn.

1. The probable source of radionuclides in the alternate supply system comes from

the supply water and not from cross connections or entry through pipe.

2. The supply water does not exceed regulatory levels of radionuclides and the

samples above limits are most likely due to stale and stagnant areas of the system

or biofilm capture and concentration of radionuclides.

Loneevitv of Water Distribution System

ASCG investigated the materials of construction for the alternative water supply system

and utilized EPA tables and AWWA studies to determine the probable life of system
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components. Site conditions were also considered regarding influence upon materials to

determine the impact on longevity of the system.

The pipeline material is projected to last 100 years, but other system components will

require maintenance and replacement in order to provide service for 100 years. The table

found in Appendix D provides the summary and costs of replacement of those

appurtenances. The conclusion is that approximately $4,074,000 will need to be invested

into the alternate water supply system over a 100-year period to maintain the 100-year

service life.

ASCG reviewed the impact of site conditions on the longevity of the system. The ICB

site contains levels of radioactivity and sulfates from previous uses. Upon consultation

with equipment suppliers, it appears these constituents in the soils will not have a

negative impact on brass, PVC, and/or ductile iron components. However, the gasket

materials probably used may not be considered resistant to radioactivity depending upon

the strength of the radioactivity. The site is down-gradient of a sulfur processing facility

and, therefore, impact of sulfuric acid was evaluated. The primary materials that are

subject to degradation are the gaskets and carbon steel. However, no sulfuric acid has

been found in the ground water, and, therefore, there is no anticipated impact on the life

of the pipeline.

Future Growth and Associated Costs

Previous reports by others determined the population served by NAUO by dividing the

total annual use in 2000 by an assumed annual average per capita use of 100 gpd. The

population thus obtained was 1,716. The increase in total annual water use from 1991 to

2000 was computed to be at an annual rate of 0.97%. The Indian Health Service (IHS)

uses a long term historical population growth of 2.11% and the U.S. Bureau of

Reclamation (USBR) uses 1.76%. It is prudent that long term growth be considered at

both the IHS or USBR rates. Two scenarios were developed to determine the impact of

growth on the alternative supply system. The first is to look at growth strictly within the

ICB based on the current number of potential taps and applying the growth rates over the
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100-year period and is referred Approach 1. The second is to look at total system growth

and allocate 25% of the needs of that growth to the ICB area and is Approach 2.

A population and water requirement was then calculated for both approaches. The

capacity of the existing system was then evaluated to determine ability to serve the ICB

area. Needed additions to the system were then established and cost estimates assigned

to those facilities based on 2005 construction costs. The following provides a summary

of the costs associated with growth required facility expansion for the ICB area for both

approaches.

Approach 1 Costs

* $ 298,000 Pipeline loop to enhance flow

* $392,000 New well

* $ 690,000 Total costs for growth specific to ICB

Approach 2 Costs

Estimates of probable cost are given in tables found in the Report. The costs to

provide adequate service to the area within the Institutional Control Boundary are:

* $ 1,190,000 to provide an adequate water supply;

* $ 1,526,000 to provide adequate transmission;

* $ 804,000 to provide adequate storage capacity,

* $ 3,520,000 Total Cost for growth related water system improvements
within the Institutional Control Boundary.

The NAUO charges existing customers a flat fee of $17.00 per month for unmetered

service. This fee was compared to 3 other similar tribal regions in Arizona and Montana.

The following are the results and comparisons.

The Navaho Tribal Utility Authority charges $5.50 per month as the service

charge. They then charge $2.20 per 1000 gallons for the first 3,000 gallons used

and $3.35 per 1,000 gallons for any additional usage above that level. Using the
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averages for the NAUO service area, the comparable charge would be $25.50

based on an average use of approximately 7,000 gallons per month. Absence of

metering at individual units would make this impossible to implement.

* The Blackfeet Tribe in Montana charge a single monthly rate of $10.45 with no

metered usage fees.

* The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribe (CSKT) charge a single monthly

amount of $19.50 per month with no metered water fees.

The range of $10.45 to $25.50 for other regions indicates the current NAUO rate of $17

is within range, but there is also justification for some growth.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are a result of this study.

A regular alternate supply system flushing program should be established to prevent

radionuclide buildup from stagnant water or biofilm buildup. ASCG would recommend a

complete system flush every six (6) months. This will be accomplished by starting at the

upper portions of the system and flushing a volume of water equal to the volume held in

the selected section. Working down the pipeline with this method will provide a

complete turnover of water in the system and most probably, eliminate the radionuclide

concentration problem. If a standard flushing program is ineffective, either a more

frequent flush or use of high pressure flushing methods to increase flow rates should be

considered as the next step.

A capital improvement program should be established to proactively replace components

of the system to support the 100-year life expectation. This will require establishing

expected service life of each component of the alternate water supply system and set

appropriate time frames to refurbish or upgrade the specified component. Typically,

capital improvements are funded by tap fees for new system connections. New
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connection fees should be considered and a fund established to cover the costs of capital

improvements in the future.

Future 100-year growth has been evaluated two ways and two different sets of

requirements have been established. Regardless of which method is agreed upon, future

capacity improvements will be required. These are also capital improvements which are

typically funded from a pool of money established by connection fees for new users.

Plans to fund growth will be required at a level between $690,000 and $ 3,520,000

depending on methodology chosen.

ASCG looked at comparable community systems to determine reasonable levels of

monthly charges to fund operations, maintenance, and debt reduction costs. Based on the

analysis, it would appear that the current monthly fee of $17.00 per customer with

unlimited usage is within the range of the charges by other tribal communities.

Additional maintenance will be required to reduce the radionuclides but is expected to

require the equivalent of 8 man weeks per year. If the recommended flushing program

does not prove satisfactory, significant increases in cost are expected.
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SECTION II

EVALUATION OF RADIONUCLIDES

INTRODUCTION

Water quality data has been developed for the area within the ICB (refer to Fig. I-A); and was

provided to ASCG by S.M. Stoller. Summit Technical Resources, Inc. was commissioned byASCG

to conduct a statistical analysis of that data, and to assist in maling a determination of the source of

the radionuclides in the public water supply system. Summit provided its analysis in the form of a

memorandum", a copy of which is found at the end of this section of the report.

Summit's Figure 4 of the report summarized the locations where radionuclides were found in the

public water supply. That figure shows levels of radionuclides exceeding regulatory limits in four

hydrants connected to the Alternate Water Supply system (identified as sample locations 0818, 0819,

0820, and 0821). Each of these sampling points has been identified as a fire hydrane connected to

the Alternate Water Supply system. Wells 0818, 0819, and 0820 are located outside the uranium

plume whereas 0821 is located at the southwest edge of that plume.

Concentration of radionuclide contaminants in samples from those wells are shown in Table I1-A.

Well 0821 showed no contamination that exceeded MCL's. Gross alpha MCL was exceeded by

approximately nine percent in 018 and approximately24-percent in 0819. All contaminants, except

uranium, exceeded the MCL in well 0820. None of the samples exceeded the MCL for uranium.
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0818a 16.4 24.3 1.58 2.31 0.00009
081 98 18.6 24.1 1.64 2.33 0.00011
0820a 70.70 53.50 7.98 7.93 0.00012
08218 11.7c 18.0c 1.2 c 1.66c 0.000095c

aDate of sampling: May 2004
b Refer to Reference 2
CAverage of two samples

SOURCES OF RADIONUCLIDES

Introduction of Radionuclides through Cross Connections

There appear to be two plausible cross connections: connection to private shallow wells, and

openings in water pipeline components such as hydrants and stop-and-waste valves.

The Scope of Work presented in Stoller's Statement of Work listed only a cross connection to

shallow wells. It has been stated that one cross connection to a well has been eliminated. However,

there may be others. The date of the disconnect was not provided and, therefore, its potential for

contribution of contamination is unknown.

ASCG has concluded that hydrants could allow introduction of contaminated ground water. The fire

hydrants are of the dry barrel type. The AWWA manual of practice (M17) states that "When a (fire)

hydrant is installed in an area with a high water table, it may be necessary to plug the drain outlets."

This is not always practical because of the necessity to pump water from the barrel after use. Dry

barrel fire hydrants, freeze-proof yard hydrants, and stop-and-waste valves drain when the main

valve is closed. The drain is at the bottom of the barrel; thus it may have been installed below the

ground water surface. Barrels of yard hydrants are drained in a similar fashion to the fire hydrants.

Thus the drain point, under certain conditions such as when the main pipeline develops low pressure

at the opening when high use occurs at other locations, could provide a point of entry for

contaminated groundwater. Yard hydrants are typically required to be isolated from the potable water
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supply with a back-flow preventer.

The data do not indicate the exact protocol used when taking the samples from hydrants. It has been

indicated to us through discussions with Stoller that EPA sampled flows immediately upon opening

the hydrant and then again after 30 minutes of flow. Stoller's samples were taken after allowing the

hydrants to flow for 30 minutes.

Drawings of the public water supply system call for installation of dry barrel fire hydrants, yard

hydrants, frost free yard hydrants, and flush hydrants. Catalog cuts were provided only for fire

hydrants. It is concluded that each of these installations is a potential cross connection but would not

contribute to sustained high level radionuclide levels. This conclusion is based on the sampling

methods used since contamination at the hydrant would only contribute a small amount of water

volume to the total flow that would flush out prior to the test at the 30 minute flow time.

Therefore, it is concluded that contamination via a cross connection is possible. However, there is

no indication that contamination from cross connections has definitely occurred nor is ongoing.

Introduction of Radionuclides during Installation of Pining in Areas with Contaminated

Ground Water

Contamination could have occurred if the pipeline was not properly cleaned before testing and

disinfection. ASCG was shown picture(s) taken during construction that showed ground water

entering the pipeline during construction. ASCG cannot state for certain this would be a source of

radionuclides. Technical specifications governing installation were not provided. It is normal to

require pipelines to be installed in a de-watered trench; and to require any contamination that does

enter pipelines be flushed out. Daily reports of construction observation are lacking in detail; and

results of testing for bacteria, radionuclides and/or leaks are not indicated.

Therefore, it has to be concluded that contamination of the pipeline during construction is a

possibility. However, this is a one-time occurrence; further contamination would not occur; and,

therefore, there would be no long term buildup.
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Introduction of Radionuclides During Low Pressure Periods

This method of introducing contamination implies there are structural problems with the pipelines.

Bury of the pipeline is between 6- and 7-feet. At this depth, the pipe would normally not be

deflected to out-of-round. The joints are gasketed; if the pipe were adequately seated during

construction, the pipe can expand and contract longitudinallywithout losing its seal. If the pipe were

adequately tested upon installation and leakyjoints corrected, there should be no joints that will pass

water in either direction through the joints. The depth of bury would put a static ground-water

pressure on the pipe of less than five psi -which is much less than the pipeline pressure.

There is no record of line breaks or large volumes of water being lost. Permeation of the materials

through the water pipeline material is covered elsewhere and is not considered a factor at this time.

It is concluded that the radionuclides were not introduced in this manner.

Buildup of Radionuclides in a Biofilm on Pipe Walls

According to Linda Figueroa, PhD, Colorado School of Mines, (private conversation, December 23,

2004) bacteria (read biofilm) is a good absorber of radioactive solids such as radium. She is

currently investigating adsorption of radium bybiofilm in water pipelines on a Navajo Reservation.

When the biofilm sloughs, the absorbed materials will also be released into the water resulting in a

hit, or spike, in the concentrations. This implies, then, that if there is no sloughing, concentration of

radionuclides would not be in excess of that in the water supply source.

The Center for Biofilm Engineering at Montana State University is investigating biofilms in industry,

medical and public water supply system. A listing of some work in the latter is provided in the

REFERENCES. The following is paraphrased from a publication by Camper20:

"The low nutrient environment present in drinking water treatment plants and distribution

systems would not appear to be a hospitable environment for bacterial growth. However,

biofilms are found on almost every submerged surface in treatment plants and distributions

systems. Distribution biofilms can release indicator organisms and maycause taste and odor

problems. Control of these biofilms is difficult. Disinfection alone is usually ineffective.
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Reduction of organic matter, improved disinfection, and control of corrosion in unlined iron

pipes, or a combination of these methods is helpful in controlling distribution system

biofilms."

Other studies 15 16' 18 have concentrated on biofilm accumulation in iron pipelines. However, based

on the above statement from Camper, it would appear that a biofilm will develop on almost any

surface, including plastic and the bituminastic coating on cement mortar linings of ductile iron pipe

fittings.

EPA conducted sampling of flushed water from fire hydrants and noticed radium concentrations of

an amount exceeding the MCL and then a drop off over time. This implies that the flushing may

have moved a slug of water containing higher levels of radionuclides with a varying concentration.

No physical evidence was provided to ASCG confirming or disproving existence ofa biofilm in the

Alternate Water Supply System. However, as presented previously, there is considerable evidence

that such films commonly exist in water distribution system pipeline and could exist in the Alternate

Water Supply. Therefore, it is presumed to exist in the Alternate Water Supply System. Then it

follows that radionuclides will be adsorbed by the biofilm and later released as the biofilm sloughs

off at a concentration that is high but probably not indicative of the average in the water.

Increased Radionuclides Due to Staenant Flows

The alternate water supply pipeline, due to its size and length contains a large volume of water and

has only 19 service connections within the ICB area. The total volume of water in the pipe below the

intersection of White Tail Drive and MissionRoad is over36,000gallons. Thenineteen connections

to the system below this point would use enough water to only turn the volume over once every

seven days. This would create a low flow in the pipeline and allow settling and stagnation at

deadends and low points. At least three of the sampling points indicating above standard

radionuclides are on deadend lines or at low points of the system. The radionuclide contaminates

can settle out in a manner similar to manganese and iron, which is typicallyproblematic at deadends

and low points of public water systems. Accumulation ofradionuclides in these areas would allow

for concentrations higher than desired and also create a plug of contaminated water that could appear
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after 30 minutes of flushing. Given this analysis, it is likely that low water use and settling of

radionuclides in the supply water could build up higher concentrations of radionuclides over time.

ANALYSIS OF RAW WATER SUPPLY

The Summit analysis shows water from three (of four) hydrants tested high for gross alpha and beta

radiation. All were sampled on the same day. The triangle formed by the system at the northeast

comer may or may not be looped according to information provided by Stoller personnel (Sam

Campbell). It is not known if the leg running north-south connects to the Alternate Supply Water

line in Goes in Lodge Road and in Rendezvous Road. In either case, the flow of water would be

from the storage tank to Red Crow Lane and to Littleshield Road to Goes in Lodge Road to

Rendezvous Road. The pipeline is down-gradient from the tank to the intersection of Goes-in-Lodge

Road and Rendezvous Road.

The rise in gross alpha between 0818 and 0819 is relatively small and is probably not significant.

Levels of gross beta, Ra-226, Ra-228 and uranium are about the same in both hydrants. Sample

points 0818 and 0819 are considered to be outside the area of influence ofthe mill site, tailings pond,

and sulfuric acid plant. Hydrant 0818 is at the highest elevation and hydrant 0819 is at the lowest

elevation of the four hydrants. Water could flow from 0820 to 0819 if the main to 0820 were

connected at both ends to the Alternate Water Supply line. Water could also flow from 0821 to 0819

but that would create a vacuum in the line, but this is highly unlikely. Therefore, it is concluded that

the water to hydrants 0818 and 0819 is ofthe same origin and tested differences was not caused by a

cross connection or new source between them.

Hydrant 0820 is outside the plume where the uranium concentration is at least 0.100 mg/l. Hydrant

0821 is within the plume of uranium bearing ground water but it showed less uranium concentration

than the other three hydrants. This would imply the source of the radionuclides is from elsewhere;

i.e. not from groundwater within the ICB.

The description of the wells given in the HKM report' does not give the water bearing formation for

the existing water supply wells. Stoller noted the source as being the Wind River Formation. This is
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a formation from which significant amounts of uranium were mined in the 1900's. Radium is

typically found in uranium bearing formations and has been found, in small concentrations, in the

water from the NAUO wells.

Presence of radionuclides in the well water, at levels well below the MCL, has been proven. It has

been hypothesized that a biofilm or stagnant areas in the pipelne probably exists that will concentrate

the radionuclides and then periodically release the radionucledes having the effect of increasing the

radionuclides to concentrations greater than the MCL.

It is concluded the most likely source of the radionuclides is in the primary water supply, but

alternate water supply system operation, or biofilm are possibly allowing increases in concentration

to above acceptable levels.

REDUCTION OF RADIONUCLIDES

Introduction

ASCG contacted the Denver Water Board and three private contractors experienced in removal of

biofilms. All expressed concern that the waste would be considered hazardous; and Denver Water

Board personnel stated that they could not discharge such material according to their discharge

permit issued by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. Thus the waste

products from the pipeline cleaning may have to be collected and disposed of as a hazardous

material.

Any of the alternatives presented herein will require cleaning the entire Alternate Water Supply

pipeline resulting in removal and disposal of the complete volume of water in the pipeline. The 8-

inch portion has a capacity of approximately 90,000 gallons and the 6-inch approximately 10,400

gallons. Thus each cleaning will result in removal and discharge of approximately 100,400 gallons.

Monitorin2

Any program that will reduce, or remove, radionuclides will have to be proven effective much the

same as other operations of water utilities are. The program will have to be designed to assure no
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back-contarnination occurs and the effectiveness of the program will have to be proven by a

monitoring program. Such program will consist of sampling and testing water flushed out of the

system and followed by additional sampling and testing of water from flushing points at specified

intervals between the main flushing programs.

Reduction of Radionuclides

Radium will be present because it is in the water supply, and will be expected to concentrate in the

biofilm. In that event, the system will require periodic cleaning. EPA (conversation with Bob

Clement, June 29, 2005) believes that a large percentage of the radium deposits can be removed if

the pipelines are flushed with water at a velocity exceeding 2 feet-per-second (fps). The Denver

Water Department runs it flushing program at velocities varying from 3 to 5 fps (conversation with

Mike Ranger, 06 July, 2005). The Denver Water Board annually flushes 900 dead end lines and

2,500, or more, reaches with blowoffs.

It is also the experience of the Denver Water Board that flushing at 3 fps is adequate to remove

sediment and particles loosely attached to the biofilm; and that the biofllm can be stripped from

plastic pipe at a flushing velocity of 5 fps. The Alternate Water Supply system is capable of creating

those velocities during flushing.

EPA engineers believe the system should be flushed twice yearly in order to prevent undue buildup

ofradionuclides. Presence ofradionuclides may require the flush waterbe collected and disposed of

in acontrolledmanner. DenverWaterBoard experience isthatreaches generallyhaveto be flushed

2 or 3 times to achieve the desired level contaminant removal.

There are two options to deal with reduction ofradionuclides orremoval ofbiofilm. ASCG suggests

starting with a standard flushing program to deal with stagnant water and to remove radionuclides

from the biofilm. The next option if the flushing is ineffective is to attempt to remove the biofilm.

There are three alternative methods to remove the biofilm. ASCG suggests that a monitoring

program be implemented as the basis of determining the adequacy of an adopted option or

alternative. It is suggested that Option 1 be adopted initially as a simple flushing program. Samples

should then be obtained from the four locations previously indicating higher levels ofradionuclides
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in the study area immediately after the first flushing. If unacceptable results are obtained, it is

recommended the system to be flushed again and sampled. Upon receiving acceptable samples at the

hydrants, it is recommended that two random home connections also be sampled to verify success.

Samples at the hydrants and the random taps should then be conducted at the 30-day point and again

90 days later. After the system is flushed once again at the 6-month point, samples should once

again be obtained. If still acceptable, it is suggested that sampling occur each 90 days for a 2-year

period.

If Option 1 proves unsuccessful, Option 2, alternative 1, 2, or 3, whichever is most economical and

convenient should be instituted. The same sampling frequency is recommended for these

alternatives as previously stated.

Option 1: Conventional Flushing

Municipal water systems have a periodic flushing program designed to maintain water quality in

dead end lines and troublesome areas. Although the flushing is not expected to remove the biofilm,

it will (1) remove other contaminants, perhaps including some solids absorbed by the biofilm; (2)

reduce the rate of accumulation of radium and other contaminants by the biofilm; (3) remove biofilm

that has sloughed rather than allowing it to be moved, with adsorbed contaminants, into the service

lines; and (4) remove despots of minerals that may have precipitated out of the water.

The flushing program will require installation of additional flushing points and pipeline valves

dependingprimarilyupon the method of collection and disposal ofthe waterremoved. The system

would be flushed starting at the higher end to the first flushing point; and then flushed sequentially

downstream thus preventing contamination of previously flushed pipelines by new flushing.

Flushing rate would be monitored to assure a minimum velocity of 3 fps is attained throughout the

flushing period. The pipelines would be checked for contaminants before and after each flushing;

and detailed records ofthe work accomplished would be maintained. The program would include an

initial system flush followed by a second within a relatively short time (6 months).

Option 2: Removal of Biofilm

Alternative 1: High Flow Flushing. To achieve effective removal of the biofilmn, the flushing
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water velocity should be 6 fps or greater (conversation with EPA engineer Gary Carlson; March 30,

2005). The analysis for flushing (above) indicated that the system could provide flushing at a

maximum velocity of 5 fps. The head loss would increase by about 17%, pressures in the outer

reaches would drop to or below 0 psi, and the system would not be cleaned at the outer reaches ofthe

8-inch pipeline. Therefore, this is not considered a viable alternative for removal of the biofilm for

this system without bringing in a contractor to create the necessary velocities at significant costs.

Alternative 2: Mechanical Removal

Introduction. Pipelines 4 inches in diameter and larger are typically cleaned by at least one or two

methods - pigging and/or jetting. Each method requires points of entry into the pipeline (launch

points). The number of launch point locations will be a function of the physical features of the

pipeline and will need to be ascertained at the time the work starts. The biofilm is removed from the

pipeline wall, removed from the pipeline, and then transported to a point for handling and disposing

of the waste-which might be considered to be hazardous.

Pigging. Pigs typically have wire brush straps or silicone carbide incorporated in the coating on a

medium density foam. The pig is normally forced through the pipeline using waterpressure between

60 and 100 psi. Pigs are of such construction they are typically forced through bends and full-

throated valves (such as completely open gate valves). Runs as long as 8,000 feet have been

successfully cleaned by this method.

The launch location can be into a section of the pipeline below a closed valve that is opened to use

the water pressure to move the pig; through a fire hydrant, or a point specifically constructed for this

purpose.

The section of line will probably be pigged twice to assure good removal of the biofilm. A private

construction crew can clean approximately 2 miles of pipeline per day, depending upon the number

of launch sites required. Cost of cleaning will be on the order or $4.25 per foot plus waste disposal

and per diem for the crew. This assumes the launch points will be available. The crew could clean

the 8-inch and 6-inch Alternate Water Supply System in an estimated 5 working days. It may be

necessary to install additional valves and launching/receiving stations for this alternative.
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Denver Water Board personnel have conducted some pigging operations and believe it is the best

method for removal of the biofilm. They typically introduce the pig into the pipeline at the discharge

of apump, which provides the necessaryhead. The Altemate WaterSupplyLine starts almost at the

highest point in the system and, therefore, there would be insufficient head for the pig. The line is

almost level from station 0+00 to about 19+50; and then slopes steeply to about station 28+00. A

pig could be inserted in the pipeline at this location where the static pressure would be approximately

100 psi. Thus there is sufficient pressure at station 28+00 to pig over 90% of the Alternate Water

Supply pipeline.

Jetting. Jetting involves directing 40 to 60 gpm of water at a pressure between 1,000 and 6,000 psi

at the pipe walls. The jetting equipment can pass through 450 bends but not 900 fittings such as

bends and tee outlets. The distance between launch points is limited to about 700 feet. Typical

production for a crew is to clean 3,000 to 4,000 feet per day. Cost is expected to be at least

competitive with pigging.

Alternative 3: Use chlorine or other oxidant to destroy the biofllm. The article by Camper20

indicates that chlorine may not be effective in removal of a biofilm. However, complete removal

may not be necessary if a significant percentage of the biofilin were removed. The AWWA standard

for disinfecting a water line is to add sufficient chlorine to assure a IOmng/l residual of free chlorine

after a 24-hour period'4 . Protocols are given for cleaning and flushing out the pipeline before

disinfection, feeding the chlorine, and discharging and disposing of the heavily chlorinated water.

The procedure would be time consuming, requiring shutdown of the system during the program, and

redoing the test if the residual does not achieve to the specified minimum chlorine concentration.

The major drawbacks of chlorination are the amount of time the system will not be able to provide

service to customers, disposing the high concentration of chlorinated water with a high concentration

of chlorine, and the ineffectiveness of the chlorination removal of the biofilm.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ASCG recommends utilizing the Optionl method of flushing to reduce radionuclides in the system.

The approach, frequency and monitoring suggestions were previously outlined. If unacceptable

results are obtained after instituting option 1, ASCG suggest implementing alternative 2 of option 2

outlined previously.
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To: Doug Meurer, ASCG, Inc
From: Daniel Reeder, Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
Date: July 8, 2005

Subject: Riverton UMTRA Water Line Evaluation Technical Memorandum

INTRODUCTION
The Riverton UMTRA Site is located four kilometers (2.5 miles) southwest of the center
of Riverton on the north side of State Highway 789 in Fremont County, Wyoming
(Figure 1). Before remedial action, the tailings pile occupied about 29 hectares (72 acres)
at an average depth of 1.2 meters (4 feet). The site is located within the boundaries of the
Wind River Indian Reservation, which is occupied by the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes.

Contamination at the Site resulted from milling of uranium ores. At the start of the
UMTRA clean up project, radioactively contaminated materials at the site included
uranium and vanadium mill tailings, radium, thorium, and uranium residues mixed
locally with soil, and debris remaining from the prior mill demolition work. Prior to site
remediation, the mill site and tailings pile were acquired in 1987 by the State of
Wyoming.

Remediation began in May 1988 and was completed in September 1990. After
decontamination of the former mill site, the cleaned-up areas were backfilled with clean
soil and graded to elevations compatible with the surrounding land and drainage. The
areas were then revegetated with native species. Ownership of the remediated site will
eventually revert from the State of Wyoming to industriallcommercial use. The U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), in order to fulfill requirements of the UMTRA program
for groundwater restoration, will retain control of the property until all phases of the
UMTRA Riverton Project are complete (USDOE, 2004).

In 1998, DOE funded the construction of the alternate water supply line by the Indian
Health Service as an institutional control to prevent human consumption of contaminated
groundwater. The water source originates from two municipal water wells (Arapahoe
Water Wells #1 and #2), which were drilled approximately 3 miles west of the Site.
Water is pumped from the confined aquifer to a 1-million gallon tank and then routed to
individual residences via a gravity fed water supply line. The water supply system serves
25 local residences. Sampling and analyses of this system from hydrants and resident
taps were performed between November 2002 and January 2003. Results indicated
elevated levels of Ra-226, Ra-228, gross alpha, and
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gross beta above maximum concentration limits (MCLs).

This Technical Memorandum addresses the water quality observed in the alternate water
supply line. The purpose of this evaluation is to review applicable Site documents and to
evaluate the available water quality data collected from the Riverton UMTRA Site. The
primary objective of this evaluation is to determine the source of contamination by
comparing and contrasting the water chemistry of the shallow groundwater, the deeper
groundwater data from the two municipal water wells, and the water collected from the
water supply line.

HISTORICAL DOCUMENT REVIEW
Three applicable Site reports were reviewed for this evaluation: (1) UMTRA Program-
Phase II Groundwater/Drinking Water Final Report (Phase II UMTRA Report [Babits,
2003]); Data Validation Report for the Riverton Wyoming Processing Site (USDOE,
2004); and Verification Monitoring Report for the Riverton, Wyoming, UMTRA Project
Site (Verification Monitoring Report [UDDOE, 2003]).

The Data Validation Report (USDOE, 2004) and Verification Monitoring Report
(USDOE, 2003) summarize water quality data collected from wells, hydrants, taps, and
surface water at the Riverton UMTRA Site. Findings from these reports include the
following:

* Uranium and molybdenum concentrations in the surficial unconfined aquifer were
observed above the MCL. The contaminant plume appears to be migrating from
the former processing site to the southeast toward the Little Wind River.
Concentrations of uranium appeared to increase slightly in the center of the
plume, at monitor wells 0707 and 0722. This is likely attributed to natural
flushing of the surficial materials caused by seasonal fluctuations in water levels
(USDOE 2003).

* Uranium concentrations were elevated in the oxbow lake, located along the north
shore of the Little Wind River (Figure 1). Data indicates that this lake is
recharged by contaminated (unconfined surficial) groundwater. However, tissue
samples of resident fish indicated minimal impact to aquatic life because the
sampling results were significantly less than human health benchmark levels
(USDOE, 2004).

* Radionuclide samples collected from hydrant locations were elevated relative to
the samples collected from the municipal water supply wells (Arapaho Water
Wells #1 and #2). Samples collected from hydrant sample location 0820
exceeded MCLs for gross alpha (15 pCi/L) and Ra-226 + Ra-228 (5 pCi/L).
Elevated activities of gross alpha were also observed at hydrant locations 0818
and 0919 (USDOE, 2004).

The Phase II UMTRA Report (Babits, 2003) outlines the following four hypotheses for
the elevated radionuclides observed in samples collected from water line hydrants:
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1. Elevated levels of radionuclides may have been caused by an unregulated cross
connection from a potentially contaminated domestic well. This cross connection
has since been detached from the main water supply line, however there is a
possibility that other cross connections may exist.

2. Contamination may enter the water line via line breaks or leaking gaskets. This
scenario is unlikely due to the high pipe pressures within the water lines. The
water supply line is gravity fed by a 1-million gallon storage tank, resulting in an
estimated downgradient pipe pressure of 100 psi. A severe pressure drop from
line breaks or gasket leaks would be required before groundwater could enter the
line. The water line is of relatively new construction and breaks have not been
reported to date.

3. Contamination may occur via permeation through the water line material. This is
unlikely, because gross alpha radiation cannot penetrate the water line, which is
constructed of PVC material.

4. The EPA has proposed that radionuclides may accumulate on biofilm material,
which may build along the interior piping. The release of radionuclides may
occur during turbulent flushing events. For example, sampling and analyses
indicate that radionuclide activities were initially low immediately after the
hydrants were opened. Radionuclides significantly increased after several minutes
of flushing, but then decreased to background levels after 20 minutes of flushing.

It is uncertain as to whether this phenomenon was caused by biofilni adsorption and
subsequent desorption of radionuclides during flushing or simply represents a slug of
contaminated water within the pipeline, which was introduced by a cross connection from
a contaminated well.

DATA LIMITATIONS
The water quality evaluation of the wells, taps and hydrants at the Riverton UMTRA Site
was significantly limited by data gaps and inconsistent data sets. These data gaps and
deficiencies are summarized in Table 1. A significant limitation is that target analytes
were inconsistent between sampling locations. For example, major ion chemistry was not
available for the majority of the sampling locations, including several of the water line
taps and hydrants. This made it difficult to compare and contrast the hydrochemistry
between sampling locations. Note that analyses of major ion chemistry makes it possible
to evaluate changes in hydrochemistry along given flowpaths (e.g., water supply line).
This also makes it possible to determine the origin and genesis of water. In addition,
several sampling locations did not include radionuclide analyses, which is a significant
deficiency considering that the site once contained 72 acres of uranium mill tailings.

The spatial coordinates of several sampling locations could not be identified. This
essentially renders these data useless for this evaluation. Of importance is the unknown
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identity and location of the cross connection between one of the domestic wells to the
water supply line. This feature needs to be identified because it is a potential cause of the
elevated radionuclides observed in the water supply line.

In addition, only a single sampling event was performed at the majority of the sampling
locations. A few locations were sampled twice. The lack of multiple observations at
given sampling locations prevented the use of ANOVA statistical comparisons between
sampling locations. A minimum of four observations per location should be available for
ANOVA comparisons. For dynamic systems such as groundwater, most statistical
applications require quarterly sampling to account for seasonal fluctuations in water
quality.

HYDROCHEMISTRY
Despite the obvious data gaps and inconsistencies discussed previously, major ion data
were available from several wells and hydrant locations. These data are presented in
Table 2. Note that only two of these locations, Arapaho Wells #1 and #2, had complete
sets of major ion data (i.e., Ca, Mg, Na, K, HCO3 or C03, S04, and Cl). The remaining
locations were missing HCO3, C03, or alkalinity data.

However, the missing HCO3 + C03 can be estimated based on the fact that natural water
is an electrically neutral system (Fishman and Friedman, 1989). Given that the quantities
of the major cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K) and majority of the major anions (S04, and Cl) are
known and assuming electrical neutrality between the major cations and anions, the
unknown .quantity of HCO3 + C03 can be estimated by balancing the milliequivalents per
liter (meq/L) between cations and anions. This is a valid estimate considering that the
major ions typically account for nearly the entire composition of natural waters.
However, it should be noted that the calculated HCO3 + C03 quantity is slightly
overestimated because other minor constituents such as Br and NO0 may also contribute
to the overall composition of the water (typically < 1%). Overall, this estimate will
suffice for characterizing the ionic signatures of sampled water at the Riverton UMTRA
Site.

The relative concentrations of the major cations and anions are plotted on the trilinear-
diagrams presented in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the ionic compositions of the
municipal water supply wells, samples from hydrants and/or taps from the municipal
water line, and samples from wells completed in the confined (#441) and semiconfined
(#445) aquifers. The chemical signatures of the samples obtained from the municipal
wells and water line have almost identical compositions and can generally be classified as
a Na - HCO3 + C03 water. However the similar composition between the two waters
should be qualified due to the lack of data at multiple tap locations along the municipal
water line. This makes it difficult to differentiate subtle changes in water chemistry
and/or zones of mixing, which may occur at different points along the water supply line.
Also of note is the sample from the Arapaho Well #2, which has a much higher sulfate
content and is classified as Na - S04 water. This sample, which was collected in
November 2002 differs significantly from the sample (Na - HCO3 + C03) collected in
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July 2000 from the same location. The change in water chemistry between July 2000 and
November 2002 may be due to changes in the groundwater flow path, seasonal water
level fluctuations, error in analytical and/or sampling, or a change in chemical
composition due to well contamination.

The chemical compositions of samples obtained from Wells #441 (Ca + S04) and #445
(Ca - HCO3 + C03) also differ significantly from the other samples. This is not
unexpected because these samples were collected from different hydrogeological zones
than the samples collected from the municipal wells. The diagram does indicate some
degree of mixing between the confined and semiconfined aquifer at these locations.
Given that these two wells are located adjacent to one another, it's possible that there
may be some degree of hydraulic connection between the completion zones of these
wells.

Figure 3 shows the ionic composition of samples collected from the confined aquifer
beneath the Site. With the exception of the sample obtained from Well #417 (which has a
slightly higher calcium content), the majority of the samples can be classified as a Na -
HCO3 + C03 or Na - S04 water. Note that these samples plot along the same axis on the
diamond shaped diagram and anion triangle. This suggests that the chemistry of these
samples are very similar, with only variations in S04 and HCO3 + C03 content. A spatial
pattern emerges that may explain these variations. For example, the wells with the higher
sulfate content are generally downgradient of the Former Mill Site, whereas the wells
with the higher bicarbonate + carbonate content are either upgradient or side gradient of
the Former Mill Site. Note that Well #17, which is classified as a Na + Ca - HCO3 +
C03 water is also upgradient of the Former Mill Site. One explanation is that the sulfuric
acid leaching process, which occurred at the Former Mill Site likely contributed to the
increased amount of sulfate content downgradient of the facility.

Figure 4 shows the spatial configuration of radionuclides that exceed MCLs in wells and
hydrants at the Site. As shown, uranium, Ra-226, Ra-228, gross alpha, and gross beta
exceed MCLs at nine locations. Note that MCL exceedances were also observed at four
other locations (Red Crow Ln. #2, Rendezvous Rd., Rendezvous Rd. #2, Rendezvous Rd.
#3), but could not be plotted because the exact or approximate locations could not be
determined. The highest activities of Ra-226, Ra-228, and gross alpha are present at
hydrants 0820 and 0819, and the service line at 865 Rendezvous Lane. Radionuclide
results for all locations are presented in Table 3.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Additional data are needed to adequately assess the water quality of the water supply line
and groundwater beneath the Site. Standard monitoring protocol is required before any
definitive assessments can be determined regarding the nature and source of
contamination of the water supply line. A systematic approach such as the EPA Data
Quality Objectives (DQO) Process (EPA, 2000) should be adopted prior to initiating the
next round of sampling and analyses. Data Quality Objectives need to be clearly defined
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so that a monitoring program can be designed to satisfy regulatory and stakeholder
requirements. The DQO process is a planning tool for data collection activities. It
provides a basis for balancing decision uncertainty with available resources. Note that the
DQO process is required for all significant data collection projects within DOE's Office
of Environmental Management.

The following are some basic monitoring components that should be considered for
future sampling events:

* Sampling locations should be surveyed and defined with spatial coordinates and
clearly sited on a map;

* Seasonality should be considered. Four quarterly sampling rounds should be
considered to determine seasonal effects on groundwater quality;

* Target analytes need to be consistent at each sampling location;

* The sampling suite should include the major ions (Ca, Mg, Ca, Mg, Na, K, HCO3
+ C03, SO4, and Cl), radionuclides (Ra-226, Ra-228, U-238, gross alpha, and
gross beta), pH, and metals; and

* Multiple sampling points should be established along the municipal water supply
line to measure subtle changes in water chemistry and determine potential mixing
zones.

The data indicate that sulfate concentrations in groundwater are elevated downgradient of
the former mill site. The reports reviewed do not adequately address the nature of sulfer
and how it may impact the hydrological system at the site. Processes that may impact the
uranium and radionuclide concentrations include the potential generation of sulfuric acid
as the residual sulfer material is leached through the soil horizon. Changes in soil pH to
the more acidic phase may cause uranium and radionuclides that are normally adsorbed
to soil and geologic material to be released into solution. This may explain the increase in
uranium concentrations observed in the center of the plume, at monitor wells 0707 and
0722. In addition, the sulfuric acid plant, located within the former mill tailings site may
also be a potential source of sulfate contamination. Continued monitoring is necessary to
evaluate temporal trends changes groundwater quality and potential sources of
contamination.
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Table 1. Data Gaps and Deficiencies
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Red Crow Lane Hydrant #3
Red Crow Lane Hydrant #2
Red Crow Lane Hydrant #1
865 Rendezvous Rd Hydrant #3
865 Rendezvous Rd Hydrant #2
865 Rendezvous Rd Hydrant #1
Oxbow Lake 747
0705b

0707b
071 ob

0 7 1 6 b

0717b
071 8b

071 9b

0722b

0723b
073 lb
0 7 3 5 b

0813'
0814a
0815'
0816'
0817'
0818B
0819a
0820a
0821'

Oxbow Lake 747
0705
0707
0710
0716
0717
0718
0719
0722
0723
0731
0735

Great Plains #2
(Arapaho Water Supply Well #2?)c
Red Crow Ln #1 (0818?)c
Red Crow Ln #2 (0818?)c
Red Crow Ln #3 (0818?)c
Rendezvous Rd (0821?)c
Rendezvous Rd #1 (0821?)c
Rendezvous Rd #2 (0821 ?)c
Rendezvous Rd #3 (0821?)c

a Samples analyzed for total alkalinity and sulfate only.
b Samples analyzed for sulfate only.
c Potential alias. Not verified by coordinate data.
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Table 2. Major Ions

Arapaho Well #1 7/2612000 Mg 0.5 0.04
Arapaho Well #1 7/2612000 Ca 3.8 0.19
Arapaho Well #1 7/2612000 Na 141 6.13
Arapaho Well #1 7/2612000 K 0.3 0.01
Arapaho Well #1 7/2612000 S04 118 2.46
Arapaho Well #1 7/26/2000 HCO3 215 3.52
Arapaho Well #1 7/2612000 Cl 6.7 0.19
Arapaho Well #2 7/2612000 Mg 0.5 0.04
Arapaho Well #2 7/26/2000 Ca 3.4 0.17
Arapaho Well #2 7/26/2000 Na 137 5.96
Arapaho Well #2 7/2612000 K 0.4 0.01
Arapaho Well #2 712612000 S04 123 2.56
Arapaho Well #2 7/26/2000 HCO3 195 3.20
Arapaho Well #2 712612000 Cl 9.9 0.28
Joe Goggles Sr. 12/4/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
Joe Goggles Sr. 1214/2002 Ca 4.8 0.24
Joe Goggles Sr. 12/4/2002 Na 152 6.61
Joe Goggles Sr. 12/4/2002 K 0.5 0.01
Joe Goggles Sr. 1214/2002 S04 141 2.94
Joe Goggles Sr. 1214/2002 HCO3 223 3.66
Joe Goggles Sr. 12/412002 CI 10.9 0.31
Ruth Big Lakes 12/412002 Mg 0.5 0.04
Ruth Big Lakes 12/4/2002 Ca 4.8 0.24
Ruth Big Lakes 12/4/2002 Na 151 6.57
Ruth Big Lakes 1214/2002 K 0.5 0.01
Ruth Big Lakes 12/4/2002 S04 139 2.89
Ruth Big Lakes 12/412002 HCO3' 224 3.67
Ruth Big Lakes 12/4/2002 Cl 10.7 0.30
Arapahoe Well #2 11/8/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
Arapahoe Well #2 11/8/2002 Ca 7.1 0.35
Arapahoe Well #2 11/8/2002 Na 197 8.57
Arapahoe Well #2 11/8/2002 K 1.1 0.03
Arapahoe Well #2 11/812002 S04 260 5.41
Arapahoe Well #2 11/812002 HCO3' 187 3.06
Arapahoe Well #2 11/8/2002 Cl 18.4 0.52
Arapahoe Water Line 11/8/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
Arapahoe Water Line 11/8/2002 Ca 5.4 0.27
Arapahoe Water Line 11/8/2002 Na 155 6.74
Arapahoe Water Line 1118/2002 K 0.5 0.01
Arapahoe Water Line 11/812002 S04 139 2.89
Arapahoe Water Line 11/8/2002 HC031  233 3.82
Arapahoe Water Line 11/8/2002 Cl 12.3 0.35
Arapahoe Water Une Hydrant 12/1012002 Mg 0.5 0.04
Arapahoe Water Line Hydrant 12/10/2002 Ca 5.5 0.27
Arapahoe Water Une Hydrant 12/1012002 Na 142 6.18
Arapahoe Water Line Hydrant 12/10/2002 K 2 0.05
Arapahoe Water Line Hydrant 12/10/2002 S04 139 2.89
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Table 2. Major Ions

Arapahoe Water Line Hydrant 12/1012002 HCO3' 204 3.34
Arapahoe Water Line Hydrant 12/10/2002 Cl 10.9 0.31
22 Red Crow Ln 12/13/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
22 Red Crow Ln 12/13/2002 Ca 4.9 0.24
22 Red Crow Ln 12113/2002 Na _ 143 6.22
22 Red Crow Ln 12/13/2002 K 2.2 0.06
22 Red Crow Ln 12/13/2002 S04 141 2.94
22 Red Crow Ln 12)13S2002 HCO31 201 3.30
22 Red Crow Ln 12/13/2002 Cl 11.6 0.33
#445 11/5/2002 Mg 28.3 2.33
#445 - 1115/2002 Ca 99.1 4.95
#445 1115/2002 Na 60.7 2.64
#445 11/5/2002 K 6.9 0.18
#445 11/5/2002 S04 101 2.10
#445 1115/2002 HC03' 474 7.77
#445 - 11/5/2002 C_ 7.8 0.22
#441 10/9/2002 Mg 20.5 1.69
#441 10/9/2002 Ca 97.8 4.88
#441 10/9/2002 Na 93.4 4.06
#441 1019/2002 K 6.9 0.18
#441 1019/2002 S04 338 7.04
#441 1019/2002 HCO3' 217 3.56
#441 10/9/2002 Cl 7.5 0.21
#430 11/2112002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#430 11/21/2002 Ca 4.7 0.23
#430 11/21/2002 Na 184 8.00
#430 11/2112002 K 0.5 0.01
#430 11/21/2002 S04 200 4.16
#430 11/21/2002 HCO31 234 3.84
#430 11/21/2002 Cl 10.2 0.29
#460 1111212002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#460 11112/2002 Ca 3.6 0.18
#460 11/12/2002 Na 163 7.09
#460 111122002 IC 0.5 0.01
#460 11112/2002 S04 163 3.39
#460 11/12/2002 HCO3' 222 3.65
#460 11/12/2002 10.1 0.28
#448 10/9/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#448 10/9/2002 Ca 4.3 0.21
#448 10/9/2002 Na 190 8.27
#448 10/9/2002 K 1.4 0.04
#448 10/9/2002 S04 358 7.45
#448 10/9/2002 HCO31  44 0.73
#448 10/912002 Cl 13.3 0.38
#442 10/8/2002 M 0.5 0.04
#442 10/8/2002 Ca 7.21 0.36
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Table 2. Major Ions

1a11 m___

#442 1018/2002 Na 209 9.09
#442 1018/2002 K 0.5 0.01
#442 101812002 S04 428 8.91

#442 101812002 HCO3' 5 0.07
#442 10/8/2002 Cl 18.4 0.52
#440 10/912002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#440 10/912002 Ca 7.3 0.36
#440 1019/2002 Na 209 9.09
#440 10/912002 K 0.5 0.01
#440 10/912002 S04 434 9.04

#440 10/912002 HCO3' 10 0.16
#440 10/9t2002 Cl 22.5 0.63
#420 10/812002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#420 10/8/2002 Ca 6.2 0.31
#420 10/8/2002 Na 194 8.44
#420 10/812002 K 0.5 0.01
#420 10/812002 S04 405 8.43

#420 10/8/2002 HCO3' 0.30 0.005
#420 10/8/2002 CI 13.3 0.38
#411 1018/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#411 _ 10/8/2002 Ca 6.1 0.30

#411 10/812002 Na 212 9.22
#411 _10/8/2002 K 0.5 0.01

#411 10/812002 S04 438 9.12

#411 10/812002 HCO3' 4 0.07

#411 10/8/2002 Cl 18.8 0.53
#406 10/9/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#406 10/912002 Ca 8.5 0.42

#406 10/9/2002 Na 213 9.27
#406 1019/2002 K 0.5 0.01
#406 10/912002 S04 390 8.12

#406 10/9/2002 HC031  47 0.77
#406 10/912002 CI 30.4 0.86
#423 10/1712002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#423 10/17/2002 Ca 4.3 0.21
#423 10/17/2002 Na 174 7.57
#423 10/17/2002 K 0.5 0.01
#423 10/17/2002 S04 176 3.66

#423 10/17/2002 HCO3' 239 3.91
#423 10/17/2002 CI 9.2 0.26
#405 10/17/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#405 10/17/2002 Ca 7.8 0.39
#405 10/17/2002 Na 211 9.18
#405 10/17/2002 K 0.5 0.01
#405 10/17/2002 S04 314 6.54

#405 10/1712002 HCO3' 149 2.44
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Table 2. Major Ions

#405 10117/2002 Cl 22.9 0.65

#436 10/17/2002 Mg 0.5 0.041
#436 10/1712002 Ca 5.2 0.26

#436 10117/2002 Na 193 8.40

#436 10/17/2002 K 1.2 0.03
#436 10/17/2002 S04 230 4.79

#436 10/17/2002 HCO3' 212 3.48
#436 10/1712002 Cl 16.4 0.46
#446 12/11/2002 Mg 0.5 0.04
#446 12/11/2002 Ca 3 0.15
#446 12/11/2002 Na 154 6.70
#446 12/11/2002 K 2 0.05
#446 12/11/2002 S04 143 2.98

#446 12/1112002 HCO3' 226 3.70
#446 12/11/2002 Cl 9.2 0.26
#417 12/1012002 Mq 9.8 0.81

#417 12110/2002 Ca 37.4 1.87
#417 12/1012002 Na 51.4 2.24
#417 1211012002 K 5.2 0.13
#417 1211012002 S04 37.9 0.79

#417 12110/2002 HCO3' 251 4.11
#417 1211012002 Cl 5.1 0.14

1 HCO3 Is an estimated quantity based on the assumption of electrical neutrality
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Table 3. Radlonuclide Data

*' 'W~- - 4 - p- 5,O~ ~ . . r ~ ~ , ~ j O , , W s '
1'F6" W;R ' .e, , , Gii

405 Domestic Well Confined 1011712002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 1 U I U 5.3 1.2
406 Domestic Well Confined 10/912002 0.0003 U 0.2 U i U 1.4 2 U 1.2
411 Domestic Well Confined 10/8/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U i U 1.4 2 U 1.2
417 Domestic Well Confined 12110/2002 0.0016 0.6 2.7 06
420 Domestic Well Confined 1018/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 1 U IU 2 U 1.2
423 Domestic Well Confined 10/17/2002 0.0003 U 0.6 1 U 1.5 2 U 1.6
430 DomesticWell Confined 11/21/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 1.8 -. 2
435 Domestic Well Unknown 10/1712002 0.0003 U _ 0.2 U 3.6 1.8 3.8
436 Domestic Well Confined 10/17/2002 0.0003 U 0.8 1 U I U 2 U 1.8
437 Domestic Well Unknown 10/17/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 1 U 18 . 2 U 1.2
440 DomesticWell Confined 10/9/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U I U IU 2 U 12
441 Domestic Well Confined 10/9/2002 0.037 0.2 U U 8.4 1e_.s8 1.2
442 Domestic Well Confined 10/8/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U I U 1U 2 U 1.2
445 Domestic Well Semiconfined 11/15/20021 0.0108 _ 0.2 U 1 U 2.5 9.6 1.2
446 Domestic Well Confined 12/11/2002 0.0003 U 0.8 1.7 0.8
448 Domestic Well Confined 1019/2002 0.000 U 0.2 U 1 U 1 U 2 U 1 .2
460 Domestic Well Confined 11/12/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 2.3 0.2
705 Well Semiconfined. 5/19/2004 0.0002 U 0
705 Well Semiconfined 5113/2003 0.00041 0
707 Well Surficial 5/19/2004 0.97 0
707 Well Surficial 5/13/2003 1.12 0
710 Well Surficdal 5/18/2004 0.005 0
710 Well Surfical 5/14/2003 0.0075 o0
716 Well Surficial 5/20/2004 0.32 0
716 Well Surficial 5/14/2003 0.352 0
717 Well Semiconfined 5/20/2004 0.00013 U 0
717 Well Semiconfined 5/14/2003 0.0001 U 0
71a Well Surficial 5/20/2004 0.21 0
713 Well Surficial 5/14/2003 0.217 -

719 Well Semiconfined 5/20/2004 0.00049 0
719 Well Semiconfined 5/14/2003 0.00056 0
720 Well 5/18/20041 0.011
721 WeU 5/18/20o4 0.00007 U 0
722 Well Surficial 5/20/2004 0.87

Well Surdicial 5/1 4/200 1.12 _ -
722 Well200 Seiofnd 5ono qoo723 Well Semiconfined 5/20/2004 0.00006 U . 0
723 Well Semlconfined 5114/2003 0.0001 U
739 Well 5/19/2004 0.017 -

T30 el5/19/2004 0.00039 -a

T3 Well Surficial 511912004 0.014 . 0
31 Well Surficial 5114/2003 0.0075

Well Semiconfined 5/1812004 0.00035 -

_Well Semconfined 5/14/2003 0.00046 - -

8Wel Unknown 5/18/2004 0.00411
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Table 3. Radlonucllde Data

_ _- I,-? - -

Si_ _ _ _a-V-.--- 
-

813 Taop Unknown 5/18/2004 0.00009 U 0.405 U 0.72 U 1.72 1.98 U 1.125814 Taop Unknown 5J18/2004 0.00018 0.263 0.789 U 1.26 2.39 U 1.052815 Tap Unknown 511812004 0.00012 U 0.736 U 0.759 U 0.991 U 2.95 1.495816 _ Top Unknown 5118)2004 0.00011 U 0.718 U 0.666 U 1.31 U 3.73 1.384817 Extraction Well Unknown 5119/2004 0.0001 U 0.783 U 0_865 U 1 .35 - 2.31 1.648818 _____- Hydrant Unknown 5/19/2004 0.00009 U 1.58 2.31 16.4 24.3 3.89819 _ Hydrant Unknown 5119/2004 0.00011 U 1.64 2.33 18.6 24.1 3.97820 Hydrant Unknown 5119i2004 0.00012 U 7.98 7.93 70.7 53.5 15.91821 Hydrant Unknown 5/19/2004 0.0001 U 1.64 1.73 12 18.4 3.3710 Whitetail Dr. Domestic Well Unknown 12)11/2002 0.0038 0.9 2.8 0.922 Red Crow Ln. Tap WS 12)10/2002 0.0003 U 1.1 2.3 1.124 Littleshied Rd. Domestic Well Unknown 12V1112002 0.0003 U 08. 2.4 0.6288 Goes in Lodge Domestic Well Unknown 1112112002 0.0005 1.2 r1. - 1.2445 Blind Dup.) Domesfic We1e Semiconfined 111512002 0.0106 0.2 U I U 1.2707 (FILTERED) Wel Surficial 5/19/2004 1.05 0707 UNFILTERED) Well Surficdal 5/19)2004 1.1 d_ - -789 Bingo Domestic Well 101812002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 1 U U 10.4 1.281 Littleshield Rd. DomesticWel Unknown 2114/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 1 U 1 U 2 U 1.2865 Rendezvous Rd. Service Line WS 1118/2003 0.0003 U 5.1 2.2 19.5 24.1 7.3972 Rendezvous Rd. Tap VS 12V181200 0.0003 U 0.2 U 2.5_ 0.2Arapahoe Water Well #2 Well Confined 11127/2002 0.0003 U 0.8 3.5 4.3Great plains #2 Wellhead Confined 11/7/2002 0.0003 U 0.8 3.5 1 U 2 U 4.3Joe Goggles Sr. Tap WS 12/4/2002 0.0003 U 1.9 2.6 1.9Red Crow Ln. Hydrant WS 5/19/2004 0.0003 U 1.6 1 U 2.6Red Crow Ln. #1 Hydrant WS 1/1112003 0.0003 U 1.1 1 U 3.7 2 U 2.1Red Crow Ln. #2 Hydrant WS 111612003 0.0003 U 15.8 11.9 48.2 49.4 1Red Crow Ln. #3 Hydrant WS 1/16/2003 0.0003 U 1.3 1 U 4.2 12.3 2.3Rendezvous Rd. Hydrant WS 11/7/2002 0.0003 U 1.2 1 - T 5.8 10.8 2.2Rendezvous Rd. Hydrant WS 12)10/2002 0.0003 U 12.5 447.1 12..Rendezvous Rd. #1 Hydrant WS 1116/2003 0.0003 U 0.6 1 U 4.6 9.6 1.6Rendezvous Rd. #2 Hydrant WS 111612003 0.0003 U 12.2 5.7 67.1 57.1 I17.9Rendezvous Rd. #3 Hydrant WS 1118/2003. 0.0003 U 11.1 5 49.8 63.1 16.1Rendezvous Rd. (10 min) Hydrant WS 5/19/2004 0.0003 U 1.40 4.80 6.2Rendezvous Rd. (30 mhi) Hydrant /S 519/2004 0.0003 U 3.1 1 U 4.1Ruth Big Lake Tap WS 12)4/2002 0.0003 U 1.1 2.2 1 2Ruth Big Lake (Dup) Tap WS 12V4/2002 0.0003 U 0.2 U 2.7 0.2Arapahoe Entry Point Service Line VWS 12/31/2002 1.7

Bold Type denoter MCL Exeedanc
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SECTION III

LONGEVITY OF WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

The Alternate Water Supply system that provides water to the area within the ICB was installed

during the period from October 1997 to September 1998. The primary line was installed from the

1.0 MG tank northerly to across the Wind River B Ditch; and then southeasterly and easterly to the

intersection of Goes in Lodge and Rendezvous Roads as shown on Figure I-A. This map was taken

from a report by HKM Engineering'.

The transmission and distribution pipelines were constructed of PVC with DIP fittings. The system

included a conventional assortment of air release valves, concrete thrust blocks, fire hydrants, yard

hydrants, gate valves, and service connections and lines.

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Documents Provided ASCG

The following documents were provided ASCG by the NAUO:

1. Set of plans titled SUSQUEHANA/DOE WATER LINE; ARAPAHOE, WYOMING; WIND

RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION. The approval signature block on the cover sheet for the

Sanitation Facilities Construction Officer had not been signed. There was no indication on the

drawings that they represented the constructed condition. A note added to Sheet No. 18

indicated the "suspected end of line" at approximate station 421+00 whereas the line was shown

to end at station 449+51.

a. The main line from the tank was to consist of approximately 34,300 feet of 8-inch and

10,650 feet of 6-inch pipe. Two 6-inch laterals totaling almost 11,000 feet were also

installed.

b. Fittings and gate valves were shown to be anchored to concrete thrust blocks with #4

reinforcing steel; the anchors for the valves were to be coated with Koppers Bitumastic
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#50.

c. Required depth of bury is not indicated. Depth can be inferred from the scaled profiles to

be between 6 to 7 feet.

2. A set of catalog cuts for water pipeline materials "submitted by Northwest Pipe Fittings, Inc."

There is no indication of review and approval ofthe documents. The following comments apply

to these catalog cuts:

a. PVC pipe was shown to conform to ASTM D-2241 with gaskets conforming to ASTM

F-477 and to be of SDR 26 with a rated capacity of 160 psi.

b. Pipeline fittings are shown to be of DIP conforming to AWWA standards with special

transition gaskets to mate to the PVC pipeline. Specification for these gaskets was not

provided.

c. Stainless steel, or other corrosion resistant, bolts, nuts, washers, and fasteners were not

called for in the materials supplied. ASCG's standard practice is to require such

components to be of stainless steel.

d. Gate valves are shown to be Mueller A-2360 resilient wedge with MJ ends and a fusion

epoxy coating on exterior and interior iron. The coating conformed to AWWA C550.

e. Fire hydrants were shown to be Mueller Super Centurion 250 conforming to AWWA

C502. These are cast iron units with bronze and stainless steel trim.

f. Service line taps were shown to be made with a Rockwell 370 series service saddle with

dual studs. All metal components would be of stainless steel and washers are of nylon.

Rockwell products are now sold under the name of Smith-Blair. The older Rockwell

catalog does not list gasket material; the current Smith-Blair catalog lists the standard

gasket to be of Buna-N.

g. Corporation stops and curb valves were shown to be Mueller of bronze construction.

h. Curb boxes were shown to be Mueller extension type and of cast iron.

i. Service lines were shown to be of Drisco HDPE conforming to either ASTM D2239 or

D2737.

3. A copy of pages of a standard diary with minimal entries covering work accomplished.

a. Some entries may have been for another project. For example the entry dated 12/20/97

included a boring and hot tap to a line on 17 Mile Road. However, the plans do not show
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any work extending to 17 Mile Road.

b. The entries were not signed.

c. Stationing of pipeline installed was not listed.

A soils report for the project was not provided.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Sulfuric Acid

The presence of sulfuric acid has not been proven; rather it is inferred that it may be there now or

even within the 100-year analysis period. Summit" technicians indicated that sulfuric acid is often

found in locales impacted by a sulfur processing facility. It is noted that Summit's report" did not

find evidence indicating the presence of sulfuric acid within the area of concern

Sulfuric acid, even in small concentrations, will adversely affect pipeline gaskets. The most

common materials used for pipeline gaskets are SBR and EPDM. According to the Handbook of

PVC Pipe8, SBR is not resistant to sulfuric acid at low concentrations and EPDM is less suitable than

other materials but is considered satisfactory for some applications. According to Smith-Blair

engineers (verbal contact on February 18, 2005) EPDM or VITON should have been used if sulfuric

acid is present. VITION will better resist the acid than EPDM and, therefore, should be considered

for future installation.

The acid will also corrode carbon steel nuts and bolts of mechanical joint fittings, carbon steel

fasteners on the gate valves, and rebar anchors on fittings and valves (unless the coated rebar for the

valves had no holidays).

PVC is considered to be excellent in its ability to resist corrosion from low concentrations of sulfuric

acid.
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Bronze is considered to be fair to poor in a sulfuric acid environment. The thinner sections will

corrode rather quickly whereas the heavy bodied valves probably will provide adequate service for an

extended period of time (per verbal contact with Mueller Corp. representative, February 18, 2005).

The bodies can be expected to pit and discolor but the valve should remain in good service.

Radiation

ASCG contacted the Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association in regard to the effect of exposure of

DIP to radiation. The association replied stating that they had no knowledge of such research and

did not think low-level radiation would impact their pipe and fittings.

The Handbook of PVC Pipe8 does not address the impact of radiation on PVC pipe. However, it

does address the effect on gaskets. Gasket materials of SBR, BR, EPM, EPDM, NBR, and CR are

not considered resistant to radiation but".. .still suitable for some conditionss. No other information

was given in the handbook.

Soils

Description of the soils was not presented. A generalized Depth to Frost Penetration map indicates

frost depth could be expected to be in the neighborhood of 512 to 6 feet. Thus frost heave could

create a problem at the apparent depth of bury of about 6 feet.

One groundwater well was tested within a range that bracketed the depth of bury of the water

pipelines- site 0731 identified in the DOE report ofJuly2003 3. The sampling/testing range was from

2 to 11.4 feet below the ground surface; the groundwater pH was found to be 8.5 1.

The DOE Data Validation report4 listed sampling of 17 monitoring wells wherein ground waterwas

from 5.5 to 9.6 feet below the ground surface. Two wells were outside the area of interest and,

therefore, our analysis considered the results of the other 15 wells. Those results were used to

estimate soil characteristics that impact corrosion of, primarily, piping components of ductile iron.

According to AWWA Manual of Practice M419 five soil characteristics are evaluated to determine

the soil's contribution to corrosion. Points are assigned for each characteristic and totaled. If the
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total equals 10 or more, ". . .corrosive to gray or ductile cast-iron pipe, protection is indicated." The

results of our review of the data awards 10 or more points to seven of the wells and 8 points to

another three wells. Since there is only one set of data provided, it is prudent to conclude that

protection of DIP components is required. Typical protection of ductile pipe in such soil conditions

would be to wrap the pipe and fittings with a polyethylene film.

Summary

Given the possibility, even remotely, of sulfuric acid within the ICB area, and its effect in small

concentrations on the gaskets, there is potential for eventual breakdown of gasketing materials.

Sulfuric acid, if present, will have a negative effect on carbon steel components that are buried with

the pipeline. Although such components may have been painted, holidays will allow the acid to

reach the metal and start the corrosion process. The heavy-duty brass components of service lines

should not be a problem unless a high concentration of acid should come into contact with these

components.

Carbon steel has been buried throughout the project in the form of valve fasteners, anchors to thrust

blocks, and mechanical joint nuts and bolts. These components will probably also have a short life

span in the environment in which they have been placed.

Radioactivity is not expected to adversely affect the life of the pipelines, including the gaskets, at the

levels indicated by the data provided to ASCG.

There are indications of high pH in some groundwaters sampled. A high pH could have a negative

impact on the pipeline system - especiallycomponents of ductile iron such as waterpipeline fittings.

Aggressive soil conditions will affect longevityofapipeline system. The characteristics ofthe soils

within the ICB area have not been determined. It is recommended that the soils be tested for

resistivity, pH, redox potential, and sulfides in accordance with AWWA M419 to assure maximum

life is received from future installations.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY LONGEVITY

"A properly designed, installed and operated system will last in excess of 100 years."10. This

statement was made specifically in support of installation of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. The

system description and analysis of the pipeline environment indicates that the lifetime of the system

components will vary.

ASCG used the Asset Management:A Handbookfor Small Water Systems24 that provides estimates

of life of the various components of a water system. The components and their expected life is given

in the table found in Appendix D.

The various components of the Alternate Water Supply System are listed in the table found in

Appendix D. Useful life was determined from the EPA Handbook. Whenever a range of years of

life was listed, the longest life was chosen. The direct cost of replacement for any item was taken

from costs derived in the cost estimates found in Appendices B and C. The direct cost of$4,074,000

was increased by a multiplier to get the total cost in 2005 dollars. The multiplier for projects that

lend themselves to force account work or that do not require extensive design was 1.25. Such

projects include the cost of cleaning wells, replacement of well pumps, and similar work. The

multiplier for the large projects such as replacement or installation of new pipelines was 1.4. The

overall multiplier for some of the projects given in Appendices B and C was computed and found to

be right at 1.4.

SERVICE FEES

Introduction

The majority of the pipeline within the ICB area would not be affected by the subsurface conditions

particular to the area influenced by the uranium plume; about one-third to one-half of the 6-inch

pipeline and appurtenances thereto are in the that area. If the source of the radionuclides is as

premised - the water supply wells - then the entire Arapaho system could have the same problem -

not just that portion within the ICB area. Cost of eliminating that problem would be allocated to all

users which resulting in less unit cost to all, including those within the ICB area. It follows that the
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cost particular to the area within the ICB would be replacement of components of the distribution

system.

Comparison to Other Tribal Communities

NAUO charges each residential water customer $17.00 per month. The use is not metered.

According to Jerry Redman, the utility is presently reviewing the fee because it is felt that the

existing fee does not provide sufficient income to operate and maintain the water and sewer utilities

satisfactorily. NAUO has approximately 800 customers on the water utility which would indicate a

population served of between 2,500 and 3,000 people. ASCG researched water use fees with three

other tribal communities in the Rocky Mountain region for the purpose of comparison. The

following are the results and comparisons.

* The Navaho Tribal Utility Authority charges $5.50 per month as the service charge. They

then charge $2.20 per 1000 gallons for the first 3,000 gallons used and $3.35 per 1,000

gallons for any additional usage above that level. Using the averages for the NAUO service

area, the comparable charge would be $25.50 based on an average use of approximately

7,000 gallons per month. Absence of metering at individual units would make this

impossible to implement.

* The Blackfeet Tribe in Montana charge a single monthly rate of $10.45 with no metered

usage fees.

* The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribe (CSKT) charge a single monthly amount of

$19.50 per month with no metered water fees.

The three communities use the money from monthly charges for operations and maintenance and

find the charges fall below needs for capital improvements. Efforts to identify and use State and

Federal funding sources are used for capital improvements. All three communities indicated they are

currently reviewing fees and will possibly implement an increase soon. The Blackfeet and CSKT

also indicated strong consideration to add meters to the system and begin imposing charges based on

water consumption in the future as well.
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It is difficult to establish a monthly fee per customer based on traditional methods. There are

normally three components to finances regarding operation of a public system. They are:

1. Connection fees charged to new customers which are traditionally used to fund capital

projects made necessary by growth and regulatory change.

2. Loans or bond money which is typically used for large capital improvements and the debt is

then retired from a portion of monthly users fees.

3. Monthly customer charges are normally collected to cover the annual maintenance,

operations and debt reduction expenses. It is not uncommon for water use to also be metered

and charges for actual water use to also be included.

Given the projected costs for both upgrades necessary to meet the systems 100-year longevity

requirements and capital projects necessary to fund growth, it is apparent the monthly use charges

alone will not cover these costs. Therefore, we have simply looked at comparable community

systems to determine reasonable levels of monthly charges to fund operations, maintenance and debt

reduction costs.

Based on the analysis, it would appear that the current fee of $17.00 per customer with unlimited

usage is within the range of other tribal communities. A complete analysis of the current fee

structure is beyond the scope of this project. As with the other communities, a review of future

needs and an increase of the monthly usage fee would be reasonable.

ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Cost of routine maintenance has been covered previously. Requirements included herein are for the

recommended periodic flushing of the Alternate Water Supply System. It is assumed that this

flushing program will be accomplished byNAUO because it will be an ongoing program. The cost

of the effort described herein would have to be integrated into the normal operating budget of the

NAUO.
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NAUO does not normally flush or otherwise clean their system and, therefore, a method for

estimating the cost for radionuclide reduction is needed. The Denver Water Board typically uses as

many as five 2-man crews to conduct a scheduled flushing program. A rough estimate of the effort

needed to flush the Alternate Water Supply system was one 2-man crew could conduct the

recommended program in about one week. The work would involve equipment setup, monitoring

the flushing program as it proceeded, sampling and record keeping. Miscellaneous costs would

include testing and reporting of samples; and costs associated with disposal of the flush water.

The crew would be equipped with a pickup; assorted tools for working with pipeline valves and fire

hydrants; and flow metering equipment.

If the periodic flushing program does not produce satisfactory results, implementation of a more

aggressive program has been recommended. ASCG contacted contractors that have equipment

specifically for pigging and/or flushing. Launching sites are required for either method. Equipment

can be launched through fire hydrants, flushing hydrants, or similar facilities. The required number

of launch sites will depend upon the method utilized; runs can be from 700 feet for jetting to 2,500

feet for high velocity flushing. The first time cost of one of these programs includes engineering and

planning of the program which is not included in subsequent cleanings at $199,000. Since the

biofilim is being removed by these methods, the period between cleanings will be longer than the

recommended flushing program. Estimates of the time between cleanings vary for 2 to 5 years.

A preliminary review of the construction plans for the Alternate Water Supply indicated that eight or

ten launch sites would have to be constructed. This would be a one-time cost.

Estimates of cost were based on telephone contact with contractors and, therefore, did not include

preparation of a specific listing ofthe work expected of the contractors. The estimates of cost appear

to be about the same for any of the alternates. Therefore, final selection of a removal method will be

made at a later date when more specific details of the requirements ofthe various options are known.
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Cost of removal of radionuclides by any of the Option 2 alternatives is estimated to be as follows:

Engineering and planning: $ 23,000

Installation of new launch sites: 21,000

Cleaning operation: 199.000

Total first time cost: $243,000

The cost of subsequent periodic cleanings is estimated to be $199,000.

All costs are in 2005 dollars.
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SECTION IV

Fu'ruRE GROWTH AND ASSOCIATED COSTS

INTRODUCTION

A water system is normally planned to meet the needs of the community as a whole. Such planning

makes allowance for variances in growth rates and changes with time. Development of the

infrastructure, if not tied to whole community will be inefficient and generally costly. If the

infrastructure is designed for the whole community, changes and variances in growth rates can be

accommodated; facilities can be constructed on an as needed basis; and the costs can be allocated on

an as needed basis. However, this project is to be considered as a stand-alone. The following

presentation will include both concepts of planning.

PLANNING AREA

The planning area for this report has been established as the area encompassed by the Institutional

Control Boundaries. ASCG superimposed the ICB on Figure 4 ofthe 1KM PreliminaryEngineering

Report1; the resulting map is found at the end of Section I. The area of that site is shown to be 1,533

acres4. The total area served by the NAUO has been estimated at approximately 5,133 acres,

excluding the "Possible Growth Area" (edge of Gas Hills area to east). The area within the ICB is

then approximately 25% of the total area, which includes some allowance of the excluded area.

The planning period for this report has been established at 100 years which is the projected time

required for the ground water in the area impacted by the mill and other facilities to be flushed clean.

Water demand and required water providing facilities are schematically designed for the NAUO area

in total. The share of facilities common to the ICB to all of the serviced area is assumed to be 25%

according to the above discussion. Facilities are also designed for the Planning Area.
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PREVIOUS POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Growth projections from local, state, and national organizations have been previously summarized'.

The report presented very divergent existing and projected populations. The total customers of the

NAUO in the Arapaho area are 274. The divergence in population was due, in part, to the estimated

number of people living in the homes served.

The HKM report' stated "...historical population growth is the best method of predicting future

population....". However, because of the divergent existing, and historical counts, any projection

would be suspect. It was concluded in that report' that the U.S. Census/Wyoming State Data Center

provided the most reliable information for low range projections and the Indian Health Service the

most reliable for high range projections. Those projections are given in Table IV-A.

TABLE IV-A
PREVIOUS POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Range Assumed growth rate 2000 2010 | 2020| 2030 2040
High IHS short term historical growth 2,278 3,146 4,344 5,988 8,283
Value rate at 3.28% *
Low US CensuslWyo Short term 1 766 1,843 1,924 2,009 5,998
Value projected growth rate at 0.43% ** 1.6 1 1 2
* IHS population of 1992
*- U.S. Census & Wyoming State Data Centerestimates of 2000.

PREVIOUS WATER CONSUMPTION PROJECTIONS

HKM presented a summary of historical water demands for the years 1991, 1994, 1998, 1999, and

2000. The annual per capita per day demand ranged from 94 to 108 gpdpc with an average of 99

gpdpc based on a population of 1,766 in the year 2000. The average daily use was 171,640 gpd in

2000.

ASCG was provided water delivery records from the well house for the Great Plains Water Well for

the months of October and November 2004. An analysis of those records indicates the average daily

flow for October was 1.1 times the 2000 average daily flow and for November was 1.4 times the
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2000 average daily flow. The annual increase in daily flow from 2000, based on these two months of

record, would be 6.8%, which exceed the IHS short-term historical population growth rate given in

the HKM report (3.28%). According to the HKM report the annual average daily flow increased at a

rate of about 0.97% (Table 6)'.

Individual water users are not metered. HKM reported the U.S. Geological Survey estimated total

demand in Fremont County as being 261 gpdpc. This figure includes not only domestic customers

but also that ofcommercial, industrial, and public customers. However, according to the information

provided ASCG, only domestic customers (not industrial) are served by the Arapaho system.

Therefore, it appears that design ofthe system should be based on onlydomestic demand. Typically,

ASCG's experience is that such demand is in the range of 80 to 100 gpdpc.

EXISTING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

Introduction

The following description of the existing system was taken from the report by HKM'.

The first public water supply system was constructed in 1967; it included one well, one 10,000

gallon storage tank, and approximately 15,000 feet of 4-inch asbestos cement (AC) pipe. Housing

areas were added to the system in 1969, 1971, 1973, 1977, 1984, and 1997. Apparently all of the

new pipelines were of AC before 1977; almost all of it was of 4- and 6-inch diameter.

Water Supply

The first well was constructed in 1967 and later abandoned. Well No. 1 was drilled in 1973, and

Well No. 2 in 1980.

Babits described the wells in an assessment report2. It was stated therein that both wells were

rehabilitated and upgraded in August of 2001. New 65-hp pumps were installed with a capacity of

450 gpm. It was also stated "The Arapaho wells have been test pumped at 240 gpm." The report
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does not indicate if this was a long-term draw-down test or a test at 240 gpm only. ASCG assumes

the long-term capacity of each well is 240 gpm.

Storage

Reservoirs were added as follows:

1) 1973: 100,000 gallon welded-steel above the West Great Plains housing area; this reservoir is

out of service.

2) 1980: 200,000 gallon welded-steel above Great Plains housing area; this reservoir is out of

service.

3) 1984: 60,000 gallon welded-steel south of Beaver Creek; this reservoir is out of service.

4) 2002: 1,000,000 gallon glass-lined bolted steel about 37 feet above the other tanks; this tank is

still in use.

Thus the effective capacity of the storage system is 1,000,000 gallons but there is no firm storage

capacity if the 1-million gallon tank is out of service.

Transmission

The transmission system consists of 4-inch, 6-inch, and 8-inch pipelines, some of which are not

looped'. The system was modeled in the EKM Report' and the results show that system pressures

are adequate when operating at average day and peak day demands except for the areas in the

immediate vicinity of the storage tanks. Fire flows of 500 to 1,500 gpm are required, depending on

spacing of housing. The analysis showed that the system will deliver about 600 gpm of fire flow to

the ICB with a residual pressure of 20 psi.

APPROACH 1: STAND ALONE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL

BOUNDARY AREA

Projected Water Demands

There are 19 -homes in this area currently connected to the Alternate Water Supply System and 6

others that are not connected. ASCG assumed that the annual water consumption of those homes
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would 350 gpd. Since this use is expected to be consistent throughout the planning period, the

consumption within the ICB area was projected at a growth rate of2. 1% - the rate used byIHS for

population projections.

Fire flows for the Arapaho area were indicated by HKM' as being from 500 to 1,500 gpm for

" ..residential areas, depending on house spacing." Approach 1 projects growth of the ICB to be 5%

ofthat projected in Approach 2. It was assumed that house spacing would be significantly less in the

ICB for Approach 1 and the fire flow would be 500 gpm.

Facilities would be designed for the following rates of water consumption at the end of the 100-year

planning period:

1. Annual average daily flow: 54,000 gpd

2. Peak day design flow: 162,000 gpd

3. Peak day design flow: 112 gpm

4. Consumer peak hour design flow: 170 gpm

5. Fire flow: 500 gpm for two hours

6. Total Peak hour design flow: 670 gpm

7. Total storage requirement: 220,000 gal

The HKM reportl recommended that the average annual use be increased by a factor of 3.0 to

estimate the peak day use.

Evaluation of Capacity of Existing Facilities

Transmission: It is the understanding of ASCG that the entire Alternate Water Supply Line was

funded by DOE. The transmission system must be able of delivering the peak hour flow (170 gpm)

plus the fire flow (500 gpm) to the ICB area, ASCG's computations indicate the Alternate Water

Supply pipeline will not provide the required flow with a residual pressure at the end of the 6-inch

PVC pipeline of more than 20 psi unless some flow is carried by other components of the NAUO

transmission system.
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Storage: Storage volume should equal the peak day flow (162,000 gal) plus fire flow (60,000 gal).

It is ASCG's understanding that DOE funded a steel storage tank in 1998; no details ofthe tank were

given. According to the chronology given in the HKM report, no storage tanks were constructed

during the 1997 to 2000 period. The only tank currently in service was constructed in 2002, and it is

assumed this is the tank DOE partially funded. ASCG was informed that DOE's participation was

25% of the cost. This tank has a capacity of 1.0 MG and, subject to other factors; it is presumed

DOE paid for 250,000 gallons of storage in the tank. This exceeds the minimum recommended

volume of 220,000 gallons and it is concluded that additional storage is not needed.

Wells: The water supply system should have a firm capacity equal to the peak day flow of 112 gpm.

Two wells each having a capacity of 112 gpm dedicated to serving the ICB area would meet this

requirement. DOE funded installation of largermotors and pumps inboth oftheNAUO wells. The

capacity of each well is rated at 240 gpm and the capacity allotted to the ICB area is 60 gpm. Thus

both wells are required to meet the projected peak day demand.

Capital Cost Requirements

Transmission: A preliminary review indicates the 6-inch line in Rendezvous Road should be

extended southwest to Mission Road and then southerly to the existing line in Seventeen Mile Road.

This connection will then complete the loop around the ICB. Some strengthening of other

components of the NAUO transmission lines may also be required.

Storage. The existing storage capacity for the ICB area is sufficient for the planning period.

Therefore, capital expenditures are not required.

Water supply wells: One well of minimum capacity of 112 gpm is required.

Opinion of probable project cost: The cost of new facilities during the planning period is given in

Table IV-B. A detailed breakdown of the cost estimates is found in Appendix B. All costs are in

2005 dollars. The costs presented in Table IV-B includes construction, engineering, project

administration, and contingencies all of which is detailed in the Appendix.
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TABLE IV- B
APPROACH NO 1: CAPITAL COSTS

Construct transmission improvements to $298,000
complete loop around the lCB area. $298,000
Construct additional storage $ - 0 -
Install one new well to include metering facilities $392,000
and connections to the piping network(s).

Opinion of Project Cost: Total $690,000

APPROACH 2: PLAN SYSTEM FOR GROWrH INTEGRATED WITH NAUO SERVICE AREA

Growth

The serviced population in 2000 was approximately 1,776 and the estimated annual water

consumption was 99 gpdpc'.

The increase in water use from 1991 to 2000 was computed to be at an annual rate of 0.97%. The

Indian Health Service (IHS) uses a long-term historical population growth of 2.11% and the U.S.

Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) uses 1.76%1. It is then prudent that long-term growth be considered

at both the IHS and USBR rates. Since the water system does not provide service to non-domestic

customers, the growth rates of population and water use will be, for all practical purposes, equal.

Therefore, growth of water demand can be based on an annual average use of 172,000 gpd in the

year 2000.

Projected increases in water demand for the 1 00-year planning period are presented on the graph in

Appendix A. One curve is based on the USBRprojected rate of 1.76% and one on the IHS projected

rate of2.1 1%. Facilities wouldbe designed fortherates ofwaterconsumption at the end of the 100-

year planning period shown in Table IV-C.
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TABLE IV - C
-APPROACH 2: WATER USE RATES

Annual average daily flow gpd 1,072,000 1,153,000
Peak day design flow gpd 3,216,000 3,618,000
Peak day design flow gpm 2,230 2,510
Consumer peak hour design flow gpm 3,350 3,760
Fire flow (duration of 2 hours) gpm 1,500 1,500
Total storage requirement gal 3,400,000 4,200,000

Facilities for the Future

Design Criteria: The existing demand within the ICB is believed to be less than 25% of the total

demand served by the Arapaho Utility Organization. The water delivery system will provide 600

gpm for fire protection to the northeastern area at the present time. However, as demand grows in

other areas, delivery of water to the area under study will decrease, even to less than the desired

value of 500 gpm. Based on long-term growth projections, the system within the ICB will not

provide satisfactory service throughout the planning period.

There is no storage of water in the area under study, and it appears that the existing ground surface is

not high enough in elevation for a tank. Therefore, it is concluded that water must be provided from

outside the ICB area.

Facilities for an adequate water supply, storage, and transmission are expensive and their costs are

subject to economies of scale. Therefore, our analysis is based on the need of the entire Arapaho

area for these facilities. It is then assumed that the area within the ICB control will require 25

percent of the total needs of the entire area.

The HKM reportl recommended that the average annual use be increased by a factor of 3.0 to

estimate the peak day use.

Water Supply. Investigation of the legal and physical availability of water is beyond the scope

of this project.
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The projected demand as a function of time is found on the graph in Appendix A. Development ofa

master plan for expansion of the water delivery system is beyond the scope of this report. However,

a basic approach to such a plan is needed to develop costs.

The existing wells take water from the Wind River Formation at depths of approximately 600 feet.

The availability of surface water will probably not meet the requirements of communities served by

the Little Wind River. River flows of less than 1.6 MGD have occurred in the past 25 years. That

amount of water would not meet the demands of Northern Arapaho for the planning period let alone

the demands of the three communities.

Therefore, our preliminary design is based on drilling wells into the Wind River formation that will

have a long term capacity of 210 gpm (0.3 MGD) each. A total of 12 wells would be required for

growth at the USBR growth rate and 17 at the IHS growth rate. The wells would be clustered at

sufficient distance from the other wells, so not to adversely influence production. It was also

assumed that three additional wells would be required for either growth scenario for backup

capability.

Storage. Sufficient storage is required for the peak day use plus fire flows. Since the projected

development densities are fairly low, fire flows have been estimated to be 1,500 gpm for a period of

2 hours. This fire flow is at the upper end of the design range for providing service to residential

communities. It maybe that the eventual communitywill not require this flowbutitis justas likely

that some locales within the system may require the 1,500 gpm fire flow. The impact of the fire flow

reduces as the total demand in the community increase, and the resulting cost estimates are probably

not affected at this level of planning. Total storage requirements based on the USBR growth rate

will be 3.7 MG by the end of the planning period and 5.3 MG based on the IHS growth rate. It was

assumed that three tanks of equal capacity would be required for either growth rate.

Transmission. The transmission system will need considerable upgrading to provide

satisfactory service for the projected growths. ASCG has also assumed that fire protection will

be provided. This is an important component of the maximum daily flows at the outset and its
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importance diminishes as the area grows.

OPINIONS OF PROBABLE COST

Estimates of probable cost are given in four tables found in Appendix C. Those estimates are oftotal

project costs over the entire NAUO system for the 1 00-year planning period. Therefore, the costs to

provide adequate service to the area within the ICB are 25% of the costs given in the tables for water

supply, transmission and storage capacity and are as follow:

* $ 1,190,000 to provide an adequate water supply (25%);

* $ 1,526,000 to provide adequate transmission (25%);

* $ 804.000 to provide adequate storage capacity (25%):

* $ 3,520,000 Total to provide an adequate water supply to the area within the ICB.

These costs include the estimated construction cost, a construction cost contingency of 25%,

engineering estimated at 15% of construction cost, an adder for project administration, and a project

contingency of 10%. Unit costs for systems were based on bid prices for similar work. If such costs

were not available, costs were developed from Means Construction Cost Guides. All such costs

were escalated from the appropriate date to 2005. Thus all total project costs are in 2005 dollars.
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SECTION V

SITE VISIT, INTERVIEWS, AND FIELD OBSERVATION

BACKGROUND

A site visit was conducted on December 14, 2004 by Jim Ford and Jerry Fragua of ASCG

Incorporated. The site visit was conducted to observe the site and interview the NAUO

regarding the construction of the Alternative Water Supply System, review the construction

documents as well as evaluate the operation and maintenance of the system.

CONSTRUCTION RECORDS

The construction records for the installation of the water system were very incomplete. A

specification book or project manual was not available for review. Copies of cut sheets for the

waterline materials were furnished. These appear to be shop drawing quality but no review by

the designers or engineers was recorded. The materials are standard quality for the water system,

however no literature or cut sheet for poly wrap insulation for the ductile fittings was furnished

or its use was indicated. Daily inspection reports were not found, but were delivered to ASCG's

office at a later date.

Prior to the site visit, a meeting was held at the NAUO with the Utility, Wind River Water

Quality Commission, and S.M. Stoller. The main thrust of the meeting was to obtain records of

the water line construction, as well as review the operation and maintenance of the system. The

review of the waterline construction included the means and methods of construction, and

materials used for the waterline.

At the NAUO meeting, photographs of the pipeline installation were reviewed. The photographs

clearly showed the pipe being installed with groundwater entering the potable water pipe. Also

observed was soil inside the pipe during installation. Documentation of flushing the lines or

bacteriological tests was not found in the NAUO project files. Hand written notes of two failed

pressure tests of the water system were also observed. However, no indication of repair or
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retests could be located. In general, the records of construction were very incomplete which

indicates the indifference of the agency supervising the construction of the Alternate Water

Supply system.

SITE VISIT

After the NAUO meeting, the attendees visited the well

pump house, the water tank and portions of the

distribution system.

The well pump house was examined to determine the

disinfection process and integrity of the well. The wells

was observed to be in good condition, the wells are

sealed and protected either fenced (Well #1) or within

the well building (Well #2). Records for the well pumps

were requested. The well records, received on January 14, 2005, indicate the time and duration

of pumping, the water tank level and the amount of sodium hypochlorite injected into the system.

This information shows pump amounts and tank levels but not how the system is operated.

During the site visit, it was described by the NAUO operators that the tank is visually checked by

climbing to the top hatch of the tank and measuring the tank level by hand. If the tank reaches a

low level, the operator returns to the well pump house and fills the tank by manually turning on

the pumps. This is not an efficient or safe operational procedure.

The one million gallon water tank is located

between the water supply wells and the

distribution system. The bolted steel glass lined -

tank was put in service in 2002 so it is relatively

new and in fairly good condition. There are a

number of areas on the exterior of the tank

where the tank coating has been damaged,

possibly from vandals throwing rocks. The
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damage was pointed out to the NAUO personnel and advised that the damage may affect the tank

interior glass lining as well. The tank is set at an elevation to provide adequate pressure for the

distribution system.

X .. . The distribution system site visit reviewed hydrant

locations and the extent of the underground piping. Two

hydrants were observed at Rendezvous Road and Red

Crow Lane. The hydrants are located at the end of dead

end lines and will be effective for flushing the system.

The site visit did not reveal any obvious deficiencies in

the system, however tank level sensors and pump

controls will aid in the operation and safety for the NAUO personnel.
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Alternate Water Supply System
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APPENDIX B-1

S.M.STOLLER
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY: ARAPAHO WIND RIVER

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
OPINON OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST S 198,000

ASCG Job No: 500723 OPINION OF PROBABLE PROJECT BUDGET $ 298,000
Date of latest revision

LER ATE T.rn smission ym toi Approah NDci. VSa aone, evIopmnt. x
x Y ' -' X '' X Y . s rx x x x o. Y., Xs' >'SX m: >~ - *. X .X:;XS

xxxxxx:cx;::x>:xx %-.xx x, X x . X. x x.

Comments Indx D
X X X % . .-X y . .~ K..<.< X......

xxxxxx':.v ........
xx -."x '.x .. 0.... . m:. .

For date of origination, the index = ENR Construction Cost Indexj 7,298
For the date ofthe revision index = ENR Construction Cost Index 7298 1.00

Major Item
Narrative Quantity Units Unit cost Extension Subtotal

TRANSMISSION PIPELINES... :..... . ...... .. ..... r -- - - ---'-'----"--'
.R i: pPET :.cXi>2xc X$ ~x $X 1.".. itx X ..X : .

$ 132,000

$ 3,162
$ 2,654
$ 3,388

$

$

$
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APPENDIX B-1

Major Item
Extension Subtotal

... ... .A .. .S . . .r . A . E. .. ....... {. .

)x $ 3,614
$ 1,129 ..
$ 3,275 .x.x

:x , :::xx::x xxxxx:

:x :x x;:::x ;:x x x xx xi x . .:

>xX :Xx::x.;:%X., A xxx %:<,::,
x:; ~ ~~~~~ ::xx::x:x xxxx

CONTRA CTOR'S DIRECT COST
CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD

CONSTRUCTION COST - EST7M ATED

CONSTR UCTION COST CONTINGENC

rate: included in line items

y rate

0%

33%

SUBTOTAL:
ENGINEERING
LEGAL, FINANCING, CONTRACTADMINISTRATION

SUBTOTAL:
PROJECT CONTINGENCY

$ 149,000
$

S 149,000
S 49,000

$ 198,000
$ 30,000
S 10,000

S 238,000
$ 60,000

rate
rate

15.0%

rate 25.0%

TOTAL ESTIMATED PIPELINES PROJECTS BUDGET $ 298,000
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APPENDIX B-2

S. M. STOLLER
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY: ARAPAHO WIND RIVER

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM (WELLS) INTO WIND RIVER FORMATION
OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST S 276,000

MWE job no: 500723 OPINION OF PROBABLE PROJECT BUDGET S 392,000
Date of latest revision

3 1 .. x ........x .............................................xx...x'...........xx>::z:..................................x>:,..........:>>:::>:xx::xxxALTERNATE Well for..ApproachN 1Stnaredeeom t
.. m on -( .:v

... ...............

YearmCot: Id xxx.X xx M %x::x. XX x xx x>xxxxex DataFI

For date of origination, .'X the index = EN Cosruto Cost Inexl 729

:xxx:::,xx:;xxY:xxx.xx:x.x'X X .>:$x. x >::xxx xxxx::x X> X Xzzz -X'z;z:.':Xxx.;x:X-.::z:>x.>x;x.xxxx:x::xxxZZ
:X>:: ;.:ZX: XX':XXXXX ' x v xx>X.;x:Zx xz"xx x xx:x Z. xx -V... xxi:xx..;x:xz:x :xxxxxxx -x$xxxxx . Rxx:;xx~>R~~Yxx.:xz:x:

*x1 X:; .::;::xx'x:%::*:x ...:x:~xx ..xx. ...:l<>xx#xx~wx::xwRi xxxo::::yxxxxx X,"zx A m k y: XXx V.x:. xxx:xxx

-, .- . . ........... .1 . . v . ?. ... . . . .... . . ... . . .. . .. ... ., . ... ...... . .

Year Cost Index Data|
For date of origination, the index = ENR Construction Cost Index| 7,298
For the date of the revision index = ENR Construction Cost Index 7298 1.00

Correction to unit prices for area of project
Means City Cost Index: Denver 107.9 Riverton 97.9 CityCost correction 0.91

Major Item
Unit cost Extension SubtotalNarrative Quantity Units

f�4 -e

WF.I.T.4

$ 54,439
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APPENDIX B-2

Major Item
SubtotalNarrative Quantity Units Unit cost Extension

co rect i1.r on to"o 1 LS " 511341 $ 113,415
'.. .,........

* X F . F .. ......... . ,.

:..> X : xi--. lx xxx:;fXx A F . .;... xx x:;$xxx,~ .;~~xxx .. ..... iS .. i ..... x~r X xg XX > X:X

A x .Xs x x -i. x; x.
X>XviX XX:X XXXX>X X 9 ;X;X X'XX XX:;XXZXX>XXX X X X;; Z>.X XX ;XXX X.;XXx XXXX;

.xxxx4,.x .. - X

.......... ....... ,...4......

A:: .. A . .'. ... :.. .AAx... AA X A f K. ' xl%l X.... X..... x. X F.. . _.'A X ........ AN. g A V. x V.x{ x . Ax. .. ;x 'xgxX:; CXXX

£ ox;c t ppxg ytxxmX ... l.. x . : 1: E : $ 1 6 0 0 0> . $ l Ai p o o q'> X

,'... X>X : S XX . . X X

.... . ..... ...... ..'-

.4''.
lili~ataaxx~fwt ;^a~xUbxxrxxa~~xasxxi2>~axxesX x xx~ aax axax xxf'f XxxxXR'2

As,..'.

... . X.. ....... ..............

...........>;rsr^;~ais .~xX ... ..xxx~lfl<M>zx>s><:§ax<;aai f: x a: x *
:.:;xxx:;xxxx:::XN >:>:: ;:x xzx2Xxt.;;;:^Xv>:xxX> >R;>::xx:x.Y;xe:x-xxx~kxxxxx;x>xx>:%x::x>:xxx:xx.; ; ; ;x> xx xx :;x::; > -> ,6W4XX $R;Y<; ~ g; rrX;xrx riwwsCX> >Ytx>ry~xNrr;;rXr xre> ' ;:;>^ '6r006l:;X:pm:. on a distriS; ;;-XdggYX h;R~x::R.a;xxfs XX \'X{;i;X -:;i-;xR;.M ;~; ;a>u.NX-i

:::xxx.. -% 2:1x.x: Kx :Nw.x,:x.I>M;.:;x x;~~x>:~x e..Yx Xxvxxx~Xx:x> :<oU;xygx.~ g;. Ys
XX .:. xxxY:x~x:;x xxxxxx:;;x x x:;xxx>:>::x>R~x:<;xs:;x:-. X>;XxXX :;=.:x~xxxx>.;:.;x 'x:xxx e>: R >:x>:x...........xx>: ll~x

CONTRACTOR'S DIRECT COST
CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD rate: inch

CONSTRUCTION COST- ESTIM TED
CONSTR UCTION COST CONTINGENCY

SUBTOTAL:
ENGINEERING
LEGAL, FINANCING, CONTRA CTADAINISTRA TION

SUBTOTAL:
PROJECT CONTINGENCY

ided in line items

rate

rate
rate

0%

25%

15.0%

20.0%

S 221,000
$

$ 221,000
$ 55,000

S 276,000
$ 41,000
S 10,000

S 327,000
$ 65,000

S 392,000

rate

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECTBUDGET
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APPENDIX C-I

i
t

S. M.STOLLER
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY: ARAPAHO WIND RIVER

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM (WELLS)
OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION. COST S.. 3,591,000

ASCG Job No: 500723 OPINION OF PROBABLE PROJECT BUDGET S 4,761,000
Date of latest revision

ALTERNATE Wls for: Appro No 2- itert 4Xj s xtxe:l .- K
:>::X i:> :>x : :.:::>: :.X: x x-.i:CX;Xf>i X:.CZ .c::xs-. :x >::c;:x::::xe x;x:z>:x: xx::,::c ::cx::x Kxx:.Comments: . ... ..... . x

x xN x.::s xy sUC'x yyyx :cy ;y~xCxzxc:y x y X Cil. v X C C. X. X C. .. CXCX

:xx::xx:x;x; >:x>:x> xx :.x:. xx: x- :s:.''.cxx: ...x:x;: .: x;:x-xxx,~. . :x..~ xx:;x ::xx x ,:,:c x :x:xx:.<.:<x:.::.:xx:.xx,: ,..>:.xxy .::.:;-x >;:;.: 8 < xx '.i fc;Zi;. :
:c cF x; uccexu> x XF.x ;cxS x;Km x xu X- c-cX~ Mx>->:. cXXyyxyy~y Xycyx.xx;<~y*<~yc .>xys X Xc.yiy ~

Year Cost Index Data
For date of origination, the index = ENR Construction Cost Index 7,298
For the date of the revision index = ENR Construction Cost Index 7298 1.00

Correction to unit prices for area of project
Means Cit Cost Index: Denver 107.9 Riverton 97.9 City Cost. correction 0.91

Major Item
Narrative Quantity Units Unit cost Extension Subtotal

WELLS
Fv. sX. XX: X:;:M: X:.> .:fX..; .>:

< cc5:.;.>... .8.:;c;x; wf..u< ...... ;.
! ys ̂  F~X4f Xfug^fwAs;<XXX%

r wf..~~X .; f.. r.w e ... ............ X.

:X1:Ni::;X.';X,..>i:.:.C

* 2 xx; ~ X xxaxx ex x:

;I 1 ;X> XXXXXX9:xxX; F.

C c cicc ;;xxci;.c evd~u

, ; x iti~~ccxf~zP&'esiiftn.

100 ft:: <f -;u i-: :; x` J: Per estiL ~~~~~~~~~~~....,:.:;iUi.f ;. . .f ac.lc.s

I ::: i. s :: ;>:XX ~~~~~.... : .. fCi;;X :.........ca

:Pumping
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APPENDIX C-1

Major Item
Extension Subtotal

1 -,:- ....

: ~ ~ 1 XXXX XX : XX:A :

: s >:~x :;X xxX x X. X X N SX X -.X ::X
: e £ h::::xxxx:;:;::x:>:

x x' '' XX;. X V %SS , v . x >'x ,; xx.> -s

. s f $ '~~~ x x ,oOQ

....:x xx xx.. ...... x
sxx:;sssssx...xx:..

: :~~X:xxxxxx sxx x:>
: S:.: S S xvi:X X X:; S SXX# X X >

: ~~~~.; X SXX X 5'Im XXXXXXXX X

FV. sxSs:xxxx x'x
: s::"Xxx:x>:X.-xx^:*ssXIrX

: .s~~xx.sxxxx>:.sxxsxx~s:

Sig2,873,000

CONTRACTOR'S DIRECT COST
CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD

CONSMRUCTION COST - ESTIMA TED

CONSTRUCTION COST CONTINGENC

rate: included in line items

Y rate

0%

- SUBTOTAL:
ENGINEERING

j LEGAL, FINANCING, CONTRACTADMINISTRATION
I SUBTOTAL:

PROJECT CONTINGENCY

25%

15.0%rate
rate

S

S 2,873,000
S 718,000

S 3,591,000
$ 539,000
S 10,000

S 4,140,000

S 621,000

S 4,761,000

rate 15.0%

TOTAL ESTIMA TED PROJECTBUDGET
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APPENDIX C-2

S. M. STOLLER
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY: ARAPAHO WIND RIVER

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST S 4,816,000

ASCG Job No: 500723 OPINION OF PROBABLE PROJECT BUDGET S 6,103,000
Date of latest revision

ALTERNATE- Tran~smission system lfor Approch:No 2.. integrated syistem.XY;;>;.. XtXX $ xx2 *

ALTR.AE: ................... :.~

X X X..%X X.

CostmIndex Dat XI."%, X XXX X

.. x>: X> : xx: ;> X.x...::; X X X : x> .X:::..x :iR:-d:x:.;x i ;:-;..dx :.::;. e:R>dzid;xix. .;diixi.i ljj d. idi
_, X : x X V.%xx;::xFx:;: : xx X ,%.4 X mX................. ;:xx x x;::xxx:Xxxx:;>:x>:xxx>xxx.;>x>:xxx::x'xxx>>:;x;xxxx

X'X X :X X X::.X;: >:X :X X X Y¢.xxxx x :;:x X:. x :; :X x x.- >: >x x: x : x xx :, >x x: .xx : x..;xx

Fori date of:: origination, th ; i x ENRxxxxxxxxxx Const n Cx ;x dxxexxx 7For the date x>:R of x::x the xxx:;x>:: rsix:;xx>.xxx> : xR Cn Cx Iex 7,298x1.::x xxx X X :Xx;;:::>x;xxx;x;x>R> x>xxxxxx xx:xX:;xx F.x> s::x.xx. x;xxxx:;x:;xxxx :.xx:; :x:xxxx:x

Xx> ::.x:xSxx: Y. :x:ezex-xx;xx>x~ x. X; xx:xxx.;xR xx:;;:'x >xxx xxxxxS,:xx;: vX x XY X>::>xx:x;:sx:R;:x>
..................... X X. .... . .. . ... . .. X - F -...-. X X . X... ... X. X . . X . . . ,. . . X ..

Cost Ine Data X |X

Frtedtofhreiinidxx-x = Nxxsrco os ne ,9 o

Major Item
Narrative Quantity Units Unit cost Extension Subtotal

$ 1,15S6,000 X% X,,~,

Xd X...:<
c'. dX -

exxxs:;:
exxxx

40 - eXx:;>
sxxxxx

X ~ ~ I F. sx>x

$
$ 135,200
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APPENDIX C-2

Unit cost Extension
Major Item

SubtotalNarrative Quantity Units

$ 112,000
$ 1,795,200

,$

$ 780,500

$ 44,600

$ 26,000

$ 851,100
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APPENDIX C-2

Narrative Quantity Units
Major Item

Unit cost Extension Subtotal

CONTRACTOR'S DIRECT COST
CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD rate:

CONSTRUCTION COST- ESTJM ATED
L. CONSTRUCTION COST CONTINGENCY

SUBTOTAL:

included in line items 0%

25%rate

$ 3,853,000
$

$ 3,853,000
$ 963,000

$ 4,816,000
$ 722,000
$ 10,000

$ 5,548,000
$ 555,000

ENGINEERING
LEGAL, FINANCING, CONTRACTADMINISTRATION

SUBTOTAL:
PROJECT CONTINGENCY

rate
rate

15.0%

rate 10.0%

TOTAL ESIMA TED PIPELINES PROJECTS BUDGET $ 6,103,000
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APPENDIX C-3

S. M. STOLLER
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY: ARAPAHO WIND RIVER

STORAGE
OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST S. 2,323,000

ASCG Job No: 500723 OPINION OF PROBABLE PROJECT BUDGET S .3,217,000
Date of latest revision

ALTERNATE: Srf r N .... .it .

Co nents: ....... xx X F x A-.. X> 'XConuxnents: :.: ,i j' ., I -l-R U---

x^.exrxxxxxxxx.:z>::. 4:.xx ;:.; :x..xzx,::.::x>:.:rz4:.u:r.xx.: ::.:;,:xl x:..:x c.:x'.sx >:'CC:.yz::;:>x:z:c..;:44x .: z .*., ..zx$ ;x:z xy..z> .>:z-:xcx.:.:xxz x.:z>:zz:

: fx:.::<':.:44s;xf::::4 :, ''4 :4 4,::; R.-::C.: 4444.. x. 9 *. r> . .... :>e4 .f f .<rfxa4 48s:.. '~ ''' ..~x,:;$:s.x.,::<:~ <:~ >:459rx:f.:X$

Cost Index Data........
For date of origination, the index =ENR Construction Cost Index| 7,298
For the date of the revision index =ENR Construction Cost Index 7,298 1 00

Major Item
Narrative Quantity Units Unit cost Extenssion Subtotal

X NXY

STORAGE TANKS 2 EACH $ 929,000 x$ u>1,i§8 58,000

> X= V. X r .> :cXf f' - .' %* rxx x xfs*2> ix r X xcxf.y.x2,2f >-. fR * § c§ .x r .'r

Thnxo a1,ZM..nbseon wr.>... ,

* ..............

Ad o sXite work3 85 281 h 92$ 786

X N ~'-:]4. < -4- . S., ' 1 x l

......... .. 4.x~x-x~xcxi xx -<xyc xx;> cxx > $2X9xr xr~r~xxX~ >§xx f:cf
xt -x xff ' . =Xe .x: X';x 5% 9x...- *x c K.5 xF.-:x xxixx

CONTRACTOR'S DIRECT COST
CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD rate:

CONSTR UC7ION COST - ESTIMATED

CONSTRUCTION COST CONTINGENCY

SUBTOTAL:

included in line items 0%

25%rate

$ 1,858,000
S

S 1,858,000
S 465,000

S 2,323,000
S 348,000
S 10,000

$ 2,681,000
$ 536,000

ENGINEERING
i LEGAL, FINANCING, CONTRACTADMWNISTRATION

SUBTOTAL:
PROJECT CONT7INGENVCY

rate
rate

15.0%

rate 20.0%

TOTAL ESTIMATED STORAGEPROJECTSBUDGET S 3,217,000
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APPENDIX D

S. M. STOLLER
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY: ARAPAHO WIND RIVER

REPLACEMENT COSTS FOR 100 YEAR PLANNING PERIOD.

Use.
Life

Water system component

Water Supply
Wells

No 1 well, screen, casing, gravel pack
Replacement well, complete
Well cleaning, improvements

Quan. Date
in-

stalled

Add'l First
Age life Repl.

Cost to replace
Unit Cost I Extension | Total

yrs yrs yrs year

2
2

pump & motor upgrade
Replace pump and motor

No 2 well, screen, casing, gravel pack
Replacement well, complete
pump & motor upgrade
Replace pump and motor

10

2

10

1973 35
50

2001 10
10

1980 35
50

2001 10
10

1973 35
100

1980 35
100

32 10

20

4

2018

20111 $ 30,000

113,000

$ 113,000
$ 30,000

25 10
10

4
20251 $

$ 30,000

$ 226,000
$ 60,000

$ 300,000

$ 226,000

$ 300,000

$ 316,800

$ 316,800

$ 890,000

$
$

$ 375,000

$ 316,000

$ 375,000

314,000
75,000

Pipeline(s) to storage tank
4" & 6" ACP
Replacement

4"& 6"ACP
32

5280 20081 $

4"&6"ACP
Replacement

60

60

$ 444,000

25
5280 20151 $

Storage: 1.0 MG steel ground level tank
Replace tank

2001 40 4

$ 444,000

$ 1,246,0002 2041 $ 445,000 1

Alternate Water Supply System
8" PVC pipeline 34,300 If

pipeline fittings of ductile iron

1997 100 8

1997 40 8

500723
Page 1 of 2
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(---. (---- rF[ -- (.Rae t _-

Water system component

air release valves
gate valves
Replace fittings, valves, etc

6" PVC pipeline 10,650 If

pipeline fittings of ductile iron
air release valves
gate valves
ductile iron pipelines to fire hydrants
Replacement

fire hydrants
Replacement

Quan. Date
in-

stalled

1997
1997

2

1997

1997
1997
1997
1997

2

1997
25

Use.
Life
yrs

40
40

100

40
40
40
40

60

Add'l First
Age life Repl.
yrs yrs year

8
8

2037

8

8
8
8
8

Cost to replace
Unit Cost I Extension I Total

$ 205,800$ 102,900 $ 288,000

I

2037 $ 31,418 $ 62,835 $ 88,000

3
2057 $ 3,100 $ 77,500 $ 109,000

Total Cost to Develop 100 year useful life: $ 4,074,000

500723
Page 2 of 2
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